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WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY
WASHINGTON

February 5, 1944

Mr. h
i

Dear John:

JI

Sincerely yours,

____

11

I do not feel you have given quite enough attention to the 
many discussions that preceded the establishment of the section and 
I think nerhaps you have not dwelt sufficiently upon sone of the 
problems of communication, such as the use of personal letters, 
objective reporting, etc.

Bob Redfield was in town last week and reported that you 
were busy as usual.

I frankly feel that it deserves a more thorough-going 
appraisal than you have given it, and I believe that were the 
present document to appear in print, it would give some wrong im
pressions about the problem of establishing this type of adminis
trative research assistance.

I am very disappointed in your write-up on the development 
of the Community Analysis Section in WRA, but so far I have not had 
time to put down in detail the places where I feel it should be 
corrected or e:<panded.

John^H. Provinse, Chief 
Community Management Division
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John F. Enbree
Department of Anthropology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois

■

) -

I will attempt to document my reaction much more specifically 
as soon as I can get time from other duties to go through the manu
script more carefully. Possibly we will have a chance to discuss it 
personally, which would probably be more desirable.

t!
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February 9, 1944

Dear John:

Best wishes,

Sincerely,

/

Dr. John F. Embree
Civil Affairs Military Training School
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 
WASHINGTON 25

2042 New Jnterior Depart. Bldg.

AHL/f.n 
Enclosures
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ADDRESS ONLY THE 

COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

986
7/.

.. REFER IN^EPLWTO THE FOLLOWING:

7

Leighton 
Lt. (MC) U S N R

1 J1

i

I have held up sending these comments on your 
article partly through indolence and partly through the 
desire to consider the matter rather thoroughly. I 
have been talking with John Brovinse about it and he is 
in "rather complete agreement with every question raised" 
by me. I therefore send it now for whatever you may 
think it is worth.
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Page 3? lines 12 - 1?

It would be interesting to know who had these ideas.

Page 3, Line 22

Page 3, Line 24 thru1 page 4? Line 7

I

i

I

i

It was more than ’’encouragement” - it was organization and the 
securing of funds, and the thought behind it was approximately that 
which you so well express on page 3, line 18, and which you say did 
not exist in WRA initially.

I

Comments on COMMUNITY ANALYSIS - An Example of Anthropology in 
Government

The objectives of our research unit were recorded in a letter 
on August 14, 1942, and are as follows:

“In addition to meeting the needs of the moment, the adminisr 
tration foresees a post-war world in which many relocations will 
occur all over the earth and it regards Poston in some sense as a 
proving ground where optimal methods for dealing with relocated or 
disintegrated communities may be developed. The research staff 
considers the study and understanding of this aspect of the prob
lem its most important objective. We are trying to acquire know
ledge, to develop techniques, and to train personnel so that when 
the time comes to organize and administer retaken lands, we shall 
be in a position to be helpful. V/hat we learn about community 
building under adverse conditions here, may one day be very per
tinent to dealing with social organization under even more adverse 
conditions. Furthermore, the fact that these people are Japanese 
may make the experience of particular value in reconstruction work 
in the parts of the Pacific.’1

Il

’’The research which I am shaping is directed at a close and 
scientific study of  a community. We plan to follow closely 
administrative acts and their effects, noting what works and what 
doesn’t work and drawing practical conclusions that can be applied 
toward greater efficiency. We want to know not only what things 
affect people, but also why, and we want to make this knowledge 
available as we go along

Ill
I

There were two Centers on Indian land in Arizona, but only one 
of these was directly administered by the Indian Service. The con
ditions of this arrangement are stated in a memo from Eisenhower to 
Collier, March 21, 1942, and a summary of it would do much to clear 
the relationship of War Relocation Authority and the Indian Service. 
Admittedly, it is an obscure subject, but it could be made less con
fusing than as it now stands in the article. This has some impor
tance in clarifying the relationship between the research at Poston 
and War Relocation Authority’s community analysis.

——————
________ 
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Do you mean

Page Line 18

' i

—___

I am puzzled to know what you mean by "isolated” from the 
adminis tration.

I

f

ii

I

The form which the Navy seems to prefer in ref ering to offi
cers of my type is "Lt. A. H. Leighton, Medical Corps, USNR." I 
was detailed to the Indian Office by the Navy in order to do the 
work.

Saying the Indian Office was "well informed," gives, I think 
a false picture. We who were right on the spot had every reason

'.I

i I

1

■

I don’t like the expression, "quite cut off from the WRA." That 
WRA paid no attention to us at the start is of course true and as 
you know, there were several reasons for it, one being the kind of 
relationship that existed between the WRA and the Indian Service. 
I don’t see why the subject has to be mentioned at all, but if you 
do mention it, I believe it would be more accurate to say that in 
the early days WRA was not interested in the social research as 
was the Indian office and only became so later under circumstances 
which you well describe in the article.

ri

I

, ]

It is true, however, that about September we had to establish 
ourselves as non-operational, as having closed files and as having 
closed staff meetings except on invitation. This annoyed some peo
ple outside the top administrative group who for a time interpreted 
our insistance on these points as a kind of isolationism. However, 
our position was understood by those to whom we were responsible £.0 
and backed by memos from the Project Director, etc. It wras because 
we had good infomal relationships with the Administration that we 
wrere able to exert influence during and after the strike.

Do you mean our status in the first few months as compared 
with six months later? Do you mean we were isolated from some 
parts of the Administration as compared with others? 
that we had to go through a period of adjustment such as you des
cribe in the last line on page 22? If something of this soitis 
what you wished to convey, I agree, but feel you should make it 
clear.

If, on the other hand, you mean we suffered isolation over and 
above these considerations, I disagree. Committee memberships, 
clique charts kept at the time and other data fairly well document 
our position and we were not isolated. During the first two months 
I was Chief of Public Health and for a lesser time, Director of the 
Hospital, as well as a consultant in education and welfare. Both 
Ned and I were consistently in close touch with the top administra
tive group and were aware of most local administrative plans as they 
developed. Many other specific points could be made.
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Page 5, Line 10

iz

Page 5, Last two lines

Page 8, section on begging of Community Analysis

/
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In regard to item (c) it would be well to mention that WRA’s 
policy of permitting only Nisei to hold elective office was an 
important contributing factor. There were members of the Poston 
Administration, especially the Director, who, as early as July 1942, 
desired to see the WRA ruling in this matter changed, or at least 
they said so in conversations at Poston. Head’s grasp of the impor
tance of constructive leadership from older Japanese was one of the 
things which made him willing and able to negotiate with the strikers 
and to turn the leadership manifest there to good account.

 

__________ . _

This is an exaggeration. I think most of the issues had been 
realized, but up to that point had not been sufficiently emphasized.

It would be wise to make it clear that this is your own eval
uation of the underlying causes. As it stands, it sounds as if it 
were a condensation of our analysis, which, of course, it is not.

L
i

to doubt that we were well informed. However, such facts as we had 
and such social analysis as we could make were passed on to the 
Indian Office and were part of the basis for the decision to keep 
the soldiers out and negotiate with the strikers. The Indian Office 
says it passed on the information to Mr. Rowalt. Some of the break
down in communications may have been due to the fact that many im
portant WRA men were going to or were at Salt Lake City during most 
of the week of the strike. I know that John Evans tried in vain to 
reach Dillon Myer by phone during the first three days.

This section as it is at present written and as it stands in 
relationship to the rest of the article gives a total impression 
which in my opinion is sljied. You have said several times that the 
contributing factors were the Arensberg report, the research at Poston, 
the contrast between incidents at Poston and Manzanar and your own work 
educating the people in the Washington office. If you stated this 
plainly in your article, I believe it would clarify the relationship 
of facts. I would also suspect that the pre-existence of social analy
sis over a decade in the government, particularly in the Indian Office 
and in the Department of Agriculture under M. L. Wilson had some in
fluence on the WRA administrators. John Provinse’s presence in WRA 
in my opinion should be mentioned more fully and in conjunction with 
these other factors.
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Page 94 last paragraph

H
Page 12, latter part of 1st paragraph

This is an excellent statement of the analyst’s functions.

Page 12, footnote 2

II

Page 19> footnote

(AHL)

■■Mr

Is this inconsistent with your statement on page 34 line 18?
It seems to me that the fact that John Provinse was the person he was, 
with the experience he had had was the most cogent reason of all 
for placing community analysis in Community Management and should 
be mentioned.

’’Soon afterwards,” might give the impression that the reorgan
ization occurred soon after the Poston research was set up, rather 
than soon after August, 1943*

I

C

This problem was worked out in Poston during the sumer of 
1942 and after hesitating on the brink of becoming part of what 
was then called Comnunity Services, we became answerable only to 
the Project Director. It might be of interest to make a critical 
comparison of this position in administrative structure with thqt 
of the conmunity analyst.

I had no previous Indian Office experience. I had made some 
community studies of Navajos and Eskimos while on a Social Science 
Research Council Fellowship and the Indian Office had been interested 
in the practical application of some of the results.
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COR'jLUNITY ANALyPI

Initial Organization of the
■'J he ar Relocation Authority, a government ngency charged

’ itr the duty of caring for persons forceu to leave restricted
.rdlitnry areas, v*-r pet Up by residential edict or. ' arch 18,l
l. . , s. a result of General De itt’s exclusion Order cor.cern-
in persons of Japanese ancestry, the chief duty of the nA has
been "ith these people: Japanese nationals and Japanese--mericars
resiient in the United Mates. By the summer of 1942, it became
necessary to provide food ana shelter for over a hundred thou
sand such evacuees from the est Coast restricted area. In addl-

circumstances such as state governors’tion to food and shelter,
attitudes made it necessary to provide armed guards and barbed
ire fences for the protective custody of these people, t" o—

thirds of whom happened to be American citizens.
i

thousand people each.
great

many special problems in hum1 n relations for the <>r Relocation

The initial staff of the Authority was drawn largely.’uthori ty.
from other governmental agencies such as the F- rm Security Ad-

Hovever, vhen it came to staffing thecommunity organization.
relocation centers thempelves, center? which vere virtually

i

I

AN X1XA:. ?L£, Oh ARTURO; 0LOG¥ IN GOViiRNMIil.T

Ten relocation
centers verj established housing from seven to over seventeen

ministration, the Bureau of Agricultural dcopomica, the Indian 
auivAUAA 0 Ywl

Fervice -- who had had some experience in dealing with

I * U U

ar Rel cation Authority

The situation crested by the evacuation raised a

\ a - ■

Lit
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Intions became more complex and difficult; i-en had to be found
to take charge of such s.ecislizea matters as feeding, housing,

I

ork
ter thousand people.

'ihe com
munities in their initial or>animation vere thus highly arti
ficial - simply a gathering of refugees thrown together a
result of the ’’-ar. ^ince many of the civil service taff rnem-

i

ministrative crises of one sort or another. rroblems arose al
most immediately in regard to housing, food and medical atten
tion .
critical position, frequently was at odds vith his evacuee chefs
vho in turn developed into virtual kings v.ith in their ovn mess

Friction frequently arose betveen the various evacueebolls.

doctors in the hospital and also betveen one or another of

i

small tov,ns

i

public hospital, Internal security, social • elfnre
- in fact all of the services necessary in any community of

The evacuees themselves had very little in common -ith 
one another beyond their ancestry,

v«e inevitable that there should be many local ad-

some coming from vell-to-do

health and a

oeople</ businessmen, others farmers or dock workers.

tors 'ero not experienced in dealing vith social groups of this 
n* luvo snd since the evacuees; themselves'came from such varied 
backgrounds and * ere, in addition, subject to many worries and

1'he chief stevsrd, a civil service appointee in a rather

nxietier, it

and cities in -t-hemselve-s-, the problems in human re-

fnmllies, some from poor families, some being professional
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them and the civil pervice appointed doctor. humor of one sort
usually alarmist, was rampant in this situation.

requently social problems would arise and re^ch the

anythin - wrong. The administrators, being concerned v1th imme
diate physical problems such as getting in lumcer, getting the
plumbing into operation, and insuring shipments of food had
little time to devote to what they regarded as secondary problems
in social relations. They were usually surprised and often
shocked hen something rent wrong in human relations within
their own centers.l;

g At the time when the Authority was first set up, some
consideration wap given io the idea that since the agency would
be dealing with people, many of whom haa a Japanese cultural
background, it vould be a good idea to amply one or t’-o men vith
special knowledge and background who might aid in administra
tion by giving advice concerning matters of Japanese culture.

considered^;

In the initial establishment of the Authority, one of
I

the relocation centers in Arizona was established on Indian
land and was staffed largely with Indian Service personnel. At
this one center, vith the encouragement of Commissioner Collier,
a special research unit was establisned in p' rt to determine

cultural, anxiety-ridden situation does not seem to h-ve been
0 —i S?'. ... 1. - -A i . —

or another,

point of explosion before anyone on the staff realized there was

rovever, the Idea that advisors also might be needed in connec- 
/tion vith the problems of human relations as such in n cross-
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of their findings to the project ad Inistrntor in order to aid
him in understanding local developments.
search unit,

on

ty in 'ashing ton.

iThe roston an 1 yanzanar crimes
m November 1942, shortly

i

and "hen the center of gravity in the administra
tion of the Authority was gradually swinging from qan Francisco
to Washington and the Director was beginning to give less atten
tion to problems of center construction and more to such prob
lems as public relations, the first serious internal crisis in

eek long strike at the *oston center.rose.
Luring the entire duration of tne strike, very little informa
tion on it came to the
Authority, although the office of Indian .Affairs was vell^informed

difficult to know at the time what the causes -ere that
lay behind the strike and even more difficult to determine just
whet was happening from day to day• •Jhis Ignorance created not
only an administrative problem but one in public relations as
well.

I
some on the effects of evacuation and in part to give the results

it was

after the last evacuees had I \
left the assembly centers- and taken up residence in the reloca-

This sociological ro-
set up by tst. Ale/.anuer Leighton, was at first

pretty well isolated from tne other administrative divisions --- ;
tho project and • ap quite cut off from the ar Relocation Author!-

tion center0

The ”RA Reports Officer, whose duty it was to keen A

ashington office of ar relocation.

This was aa center n
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band v'lth local public relations and on the other with p. pelf

Sometime after the strike was settled, information of p rather
con’lictin- rrnture did come in from the reports officer, from
the project director and from the sociological research unit at
the center

•rhe report of the research unit proved to ce the most
useful In throwing light upon the underlying causes of the
trouble * basically they seem to have been associated with such9

things n? la) a general settling down process in the center with
h some struggle for power among the community leaders; (b) a number

of grievances which had become more or less chronic such as the
government’s ’’broken promises ?! concerning just '"hat a reloca
tion center would be like; and icj the administration in its
earliest days bad attempted to administrate the center pretty
largely through the use of young Japanese-Americans, a pro
cedure y.hich ran counter to the established order of the Japa
nese community whereby older people held positions of authority
over younger people.

The strike Itself was not accompanied by any violence
and its results were in some ways beneficial to the local com-
munlty organization tnd the administration thereof. it brought

0

s I

i;
I

assigned job as "Intelligence Officer” searching for "plots”.

to light many issues which the administration had not oven re-' <;nsllzed existed and resulted in a more realistic approach to the

ashington informed on such nr iters, became tied up on the one
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oroblems of center administration. it is notable also that
while some of the administrators were worried during the crisis
and vished the project head to call in soliiers, the top ad.r.inis-

I trators very wisely refrained from such precipitous action which
might ell have created irreparable damage in terms of the de
velopment of roston as a relocation center with some semblance
of self-government rather than as a concentration camp with none.

Not long after the Poston strike, on December 6 to be
this time *t the Fianzanar center In

California• it was of a more critical nature and resulted in
the calling in of soldiers by the project administrator. hile

critical juncture one or two of the soldiers became rattled and
did shoot, resulting in two deaths and a number of other casual
ties. As might be eypecteu, those who ere killed ha i very
little to do with the events leading up to the riot. The Reports
Officer,
and amateur detective work than with keeping ashington advised
of events and social developments leading up to ^nd resulting
from the crisis.

News of the Manzanar riot created
the ashington office as well as in the local administrations

xt is no exaggeration to say thatof various other centers.
it caused the Authority to look itself over very critically in

!

•’’gain, ’as more concerned with local public relations

t,rest apprehension in

exact, another crisis arose,

the Army Captain lid not actually order anyone to shoot, at one
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I
nn attempt to find out hat rap wrong. There ’ ere S 0.718 ”ho

fer-rel that events at Poston and manzanar v ere symptom? of what
might be expected at all other centers in turn as they settled
down and became organize .1

thus g.lve themselves glory in the eyes of the Japanese government.

• -I.tie they could occur easily enough tno other centers since
in other centers many of the same conditions of living existed,
the problem was primarily one of local administration and ”hat
-np needed was not so much an increase in military control but
rather ^n improvement of th< administrative organization, on the
one hand, and a better understanding of attitudes and social de
velopments ’..ithin the center population on the other. The back
ground of the ;<*anzanar riot, for instance, turned out on in
vestigation to ie due to a number of things which, if there had
been tetter understanding of them earlier in the history of Man

riot.

had also given undue power to young and inexperienced citizens
at the expense of older and more mature men, there were problems
of complete misunderstanding between several elements of the

I
i

'ho felt that there was an organized group attempt!^ io create 
such trouble in every center so as to bring in army control and

zanar, might veil have never developed to the fatal point of the 
Oo adAb-lflanzanar, there were chronic housing grievances such

as extreme overcrowding and lack of privacy, the project staff

xhere • ere some

directors, vho felt that the events : t both Poston and kianzanf.r,
There were still others, however, including many project

as new communiti.. s.
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community population and the project ndininistrators, there ere
a fe* individuals who had become soured as a result of evacua
tion and were attempting to stir up trouble, persons who should,
of course, have been removed from the center sooner thnn they

hanzanar also had certain special handicaps such

relocation center b^/ a paper change. It had a very small area,n
1 square mile, in which 9,000 people had to live ith surrounding
community attitudes very hostile towards the inhabitants of the

All these things tended to create anxieties and fre-center.
quently aggressive reactions on the part of individual residents
of i.ianzanar.

Beginnings of Community Analysis

i

One constructive result of the l.anzanar incident, coming
nr it lid on the heels of the Poston strike, was the realization
on the part of the Authority that it needed a better understand
ing of the people '-ith whom it was concerned and that it needed
this knowledge currently, rather than in the form of post-mortems.
in January 1943 the writer, who was at that time documentar1ant
in the Reports Office, was authorized to go ahead with a plan
h-6 had drawn up for the establishment of a section of community
analysis as a means of gaining this improved understanding.
Tovarl the end of January sotoe meetings of project directors

I

were. hanzanar also had certain special handicaps such as having 
been originally "assembly center* which was simply turned into
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purpose of talking over relocation center administration prob-

decision to establish a combat team of Japanese-American
(Incidentally, it was also decided to conduct at. the^oldiers•

center a general registration of all people in connection with
the army program in order to facilitate leave clearance proce
dures v’hich had become rather a bottle neck at the ashington
of flco.) At these meetings the idea of establishing community
analysis at the project level was also presentea. At the .can
Francisco meeting the project director of Poston testified that
the work of the Sociological Research Unit at his project had
□roved to be most valuable to him in his administrative work.
Other project directors were also favorably disposed toward the
idea partly perhaps because of the Manzanar riot hich served
ns nn example of something that could have been avoided.

'lace in Administrative Structure
An Important administrative problem to be solved In es-

tablishlng Community Analysis vas its place in the administrative
ideally, perhaps, Community Analysis should be aorganization.

separate unit with a field analyst reporting directly to the
project director and a ’ashington analyst reporting to the na-

euch an arrangement had certain practicaltlonal director.
First of all, the basic organizational structure ofdrav backs.

the Authority had been set up and in operation for almost a year.

i

I ■ 
■

I, I

!
I

1

*

lems and to discus* in a preliminary sort of way the army’s

!

were called in fan Francisco, Denver and Little Hock, for the
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L
furthermore,

officer, chief doctor, chief steward - had shown & desire to
report directly to the project director and if everyone of there
men had had hi a 'vish, the whole administrative structure would
have become chaos and the energies of the Director hopelessly

for an entirely new function such a a Communitydissipated.
Analysis to he added to an existing organizational structure
presented enough practical problems, in staff relations "ithout
the sponsor of the new function insisting that the analysts be
privileged to report directly lo project directors.II

The problem then became one of deciding to which division
the analyst should be attached. The main project divisions as
of January 1943 were some’ hat rs follows:

Project Director

J:'

_____

J
I

zAgri culture
i

Reports Office

1
7
I
I
I
1

Employment

r
t

Fiscal and 
Administrative

Public Relations
Project Newsoaper
Documentation

(History)
Project
Employment

Relocation

!j 
d 

i

1
t
• 
f
f

Community Management

Project
Agriculture
Community 
enterprises

’ elfare 
Education 

Public Health 
Internal Security 

Community Activities

f !
f !

Solicitors Office’
•

Relocation 
Planning 
Office

statistics
State Dept. Contacts

*
as the chief administrative officer justly oointed

out, practically every professional person - internal security
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considerei as a possibility.
-orth noting that the writer, ho inaugurated Comnunity nalysls
in \¥RA,”ns previously head of the Documents Section of the tie-
porta Office in Washington.

ith three things:cerned maintaining a project newspaper,
looking after project public relations, and report'ng events as
they occurred. The office was also concerned with presenting to
evacuees, mostly through the newspaper, no s of WRA policies.
ihe Reports Officers rero mostly mon qualified for such work
through previous newspaper and public relations work. it w*3
suggested that the project analysts could perhaps cone m as'1

and develop this . ork into that of community
Un the other hand, it was also believed that•nalysls. an ana-
ork under certain handicaps if he ver© a part of thelyst 1 ould

(a)Reports Office. These handicaps would be: that evacuees
ould regard him as a public relations man trying to sell the

virtue^ of .R.A.; (b) he would be rather far removed from the
'Operations units of administration and so fall to grasp fully x
some of the factors leading to certain actions and reactions in
Center administration; and ^c) the previous history of the Re
ports Office at certain of the projects had built up an atti
tude of suspicion on the part of evacuees that would be diffi
cult for a new analyst to overcome.

I .

!
I

As a reporter of evacuee attitudes, the analyst might 
be attached to the Heports uffice, and this idea was seriously

The Heports Office was largely con-

m this connection it is perhaps

documentarians”
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Another possibility was that Community Analysis could
be set up as a section of the Community Management Division.
Here the section would be in fairly close touch v ith welfare,

public health and internal security - all vital n?«
p‘ cts of project administration. ihe only serious drawback "'as
that of being In the same division as Internal Security and
possibly becoming identified

terns-1 Security and the proposed Commui ity Analysis section. In
ternal Security was concerned with administering lav enforcement

ith apprehending specific individual offenders; Communityand
ould be concerned with investigating and analysing theAnalysis

causes of social upsets and not with apprehending individual
|; The analyst vould be interested in why, not who.lav breakers.

(From the analystTs point of view, one could continually arrest
individuals and nothing would be gained until the situation that
gave rise to the continual arrests was in some way modified.
HIf function in relation to Internal Security would be to find
out (a) the causes of the recurrent trouble and, (b) suggest
changes In the local situation that might overcome the difficulty)

in view of the above considerations, it was finally de
cided th't Community Analysis should be set up as a section in
the Community management Division with the analyst reporting to
the community Management thief. However, it was specifically

—.

I

I

I

I

I

'•pry evneuees.

I

I

with it in the eyes of

educat1 on,

However, there was a sharp distinction in function between xn-
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provided that (a) he should be free to consult records* of other i

divisions In connection with his work and vb) that he would not

the residents of the center. furthermore, since Community
Analysis ”:as In
slon of function between history - the what of events on 1

A
to Reports officers-from the thief of the Re

ports Office ’.-as ’ ritten clarifying this point. Administrative
instruction No. 56 on documentation was also amended transferring

i >

come part of the new analysis section. special credit should go
Chief of the office of Reports in thisto Mr. John Baker coni’

nection for his generous cooperation with his former documen
tarian in setting up the new section in a division other then
Report s. it is not every one in government who puts the good

•^on aft.Ar»w>nu Jr. John Provinse as head of
Community Management in the ashington office sent out <• me.no-

1 1943.

—SK

1

from Documents to Community Analysis those functions concerned 
ith pocinl organization and evacuee attitudes which v'ere to be-

i

I

of the total organization before the size and prestige of his
o*n division.

’.ommunity Analysis - the why of events - had to be made, 
special letter^

a sense an out-growth of Documents, a clear llvl-

randum to project ». omrnunlty Services chi fs explaining the 
o nature of the ne - section.

be required to divulge individual sources of information among

’■iemorandum of April 1, 19-3. ?ir. Province had reelired 
from the beginning the need for community analysis in RA, but 
It was not until after the Poston and Manzanar incidents that hia 
advice in this regard bore fruit.

Reports Hound Table No. 4, March 17,
r-
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hame

It v’ps necessary to decide upon a name for the new

Originally, the function was discussed in terms ofsection.
Social Analysis and -as so presented at the January Project
directors meetings. However, the national director felt that a

!l social” in it might give rise to unnecessaryT?title with the word

The term Community Analysis ’as then suggested, X-Mrslayman.
adopted and as the sectioxi developed in practice, i-t

turned out to be bettor and more appropriate than the ori
ginal one.

Analyst’s Civil Service Hating
Tho matter of the rating,of tho analyst had to oe settled.

it v’S'- felt that for the man to have the requisite degree of
prestige and authority on the project to carry out his work FUC-

ould need a reasonably high rating. in government,
ervice classification and the salary of a job indicates

social value and that of the man who holds it. Civil service
rating corresponds to rank in a military organization. For these

decided that the field analyst should be classifiedven sons it v a
as P-4 which was similar to the rating of the rrojeot Reports
Officer. This rating carried an annual salary of -3800 (plus

■■ -

it *

I
I

criticisM and that furthermore Lt was not very descriptive to a

cessfully, he
the Civil ?
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overtime during the Such a
also necessary if the Authority v-ar to obtain in

'.rtime men ’'ith the desired qualifications for the job.

Job DescriptionsI •
job is set up, it is also necessary to • ritehen a nev

ou t •" job descript ion for the approval of the Civil "ervice
Commission, ith the aid of the chief of Community Services,
job descriptions me no made for the positions of head ^nl
nss * stmt hoa:l of the nshington section and for the field .analyst
positions.

Finally there had to be defined the role of the m^lyst
on th? project and in the nshinyton office. The quotation of
the field analyst!s job description may serve to describe the
field function.

I
’’osition TX-11O9

‘•pcj.-il Science Analyst (P-4)

li

ratin'
' eel-: .schedule).

Under the administrative supervision of the 
chief of Community Services, CAE-15, on the Center 
level, receiving technical advice and supervision 
from the Social Analysis Section in 'ashington, 
Initiates and carries on scientific studies of 
social groups and over-all sociological problems 
on the project Center.

’• nr tine -.8 hour

Analjp6* the social structure of venter popu
lation by discovering the various groups that 
exist, their characteristics, their role in com
munity life, their relationships with one another
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There was also an outline of possible techniques for
ettlng nt the problems involved prepared in tho ashington

Its headingsoffice and sent out to the analysts in March.
ecological analysis, history of evacuation, mainincluded:

social groupings (family,
stltutions (church, school), social stratification and indivi
dual personality development.

The functions of the ’ashin/ on office staff vere prin

cipally:

studies any special sociological problems which 
either the Project Director or the birector of the 
Authority may request.

Directs a staff of evacuees in research and 
assembly of data required for various studies.”

1 

j

I

5 ’

I

ctudios and analyzes such social attitudes as may 
develop in relation to the various social groups, 
with particular reference to attitudes toward the ad
ministration. On the basis of such knowledge, ana
lyzes the various administrative policies in order 
to advise or. the probable effects on Center adminis
tration of changes in policy.

2. To coordinate work in the field in such a way that 
reports would be more or less comparable and to see that the 
analysts’ functions as analysts would be kept distinct from 
administrator’s operations functions.

°nd ith the administr- tivo staff and the effects 
of center life on family ana community organiza
tion. »mch analysis includes study of aliens, 
kibei, rc.p trlntes, neighborhood gangs, and such 
other organizations of evacuees ar may have sig
nificance for administration. ihis study includes 
the patterns of p rental influence, religious affili
ation, general cultural adjustment and will ba 
directed particularly to degrees’of /mcricanlration 
and assimilation among various groups of evacuees.

sox, age, occupation), formal in-

1. To coordinate reports fxom the field and find ways 
and means of making such material as was of value to various 
divisions useful to them in their program planning.
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Initlal Establishment of Community Analysis Section

national director and based on proposals made by the Community
analyst in ashington was sent out to all project directors
authori^in the establishment of Community Analysis section?
’-ithin the division of Community Management v*lth community
analysts to be appointed at P-4 rating and with such evacuee
aFslstsnts in the new section as might be found necessary.

Locating Personnel
ith mob descriptions approved by Civil Service and vith

next problem was to locate properly qualified personnel for the
new section - no easy task in the face of a national manpower*

In general, it was thought that first of all, theshortage.
analyst should have training in one or more fields of the social
sciences, preferably anthropology and sociology in order to be
capable of making, in a relatively short period, useful social
analyses; secondly, that he should have had at least a year’s
experience in field v'ork, preferably in a culture different

r

_

the authorizing letter from the Director to the projects, the

—

3. Personnel procurement end training. This ran 
constant problem requiring during the first months a large 
portion of the time of the ashington office. ' henever 
possible, nev analysts rare given a fev days orientation in 
ashington before Coing to the field and also, ’.’here prac

tical, one of the Washington office an alysts vifelted the 
project before a nev. field analyst arrived in order to 
preonre the ray for him.

« letter signed by thefinally, on February 26, 1945,
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’ro;.. th,!t of contemporary Jnlted States, in order to kno in
advance some of the problems of a field situation and to ap-
oroci: to the fact that similar objects and acts might have

I different meanings and functions in different social contexts;
and, finally, government experience was considered desirable inI
order that the analyst should knot something of the problems of

getting the fin.lings of his -ork into proper administrative

channels.

The search for such unusual men m first begun •'•hen the

c omrnu n i t y an r 1 y s t fr om ashington ent on a fluid trip in con
nection vith and folio- ing the Project directors meetings in

He interviewed possible candidates in the diddle ' estJanuary.

Tn addition, the services of the civil service procurement sec- !

tion vere called upon, as. veil as those of the lithnogeographic
By August of Ivio the staffing of the sec-"0‘ii’i in ’ ashington.

tion 'is finally completed 1th ivo analysts and an assistant

ashington office and one analyst in each of the nineiri the

BA projects (not counting Poston). Of the eleven analystc all
but throe had previous government experience - in the Office of
strategic r'ervices (3), in the Office of Indian Affairs (2),
(1) in the ’ ar Department, ox* some otln.x* national or state
a<_,enc j.

>I

fi

! •4

°nd F’-'r ©st, both at universities and In government agencies.

Six were trained anthropologists and five sociologists.

"J. hinbree and F. Sweetser (‘ ashington), John deYoung 
(Minidoka), Morris Opler (Kanzanar), E. McVoy (Jerome), Marvin 
Cpler (Tule Lake), J. hademaker (Granpda), F. LaViolette (Heart 
fountain), 0. Hoffman (Topaz), Gordon Brown (Gila),and Charles 
isdom (Rohwer). At Poston under Indian Office Supervision was
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dlost of the analysts held doctors degrees in
logy of sociology. However, In government it is expedient tb
emphasise not training or Intellectual capacity, out

Thu s,and the fact that the writer 3? head of
the Community analysis Section had had !!experience” with Japanese
people counted more heavily in giving
the f<>ct that he '-.’as a specialist in the field of human relatione.

is something to be

on the "hole tend to be resented and distrusted.

.'irly Activities of the Community Analysis action

tnat of finding out hy the combined -rmy-
On the basis of an analysis of

(i2) the need for giving better ad-
iw’ pro

gram both to the project staffs and to the evacuees, to) better
communication between the evacuees and project staffs as to the
motives and alms of the program and the procedural problems, (4)

1
I

II

I

■■ snthropo-

program caused so muc'n trouble.

the Cocinl Research Unit under the direction of Lt. Leighton, 
psychiatrist r1th previous Indian Office experience and Kd^ard 
Spicer, anthropologist. Soon afterwards Poston reorganized under 
direct RA administration and Spicer cane to ashington to re- 
olace id-ark "weetser who resigned to join the Navy,

on in with evacuee Attitudes,

ihe first big job to land in the lap of the section as

v^nc;-. information on the procedures and purposes of a

avoided among government administrative officials since "experts"

"experience"

’'-eight to his words than

. R.A. registration

the events surrounding registration, it was discovered that the 
of problems involved concerned 11) the need for knorlodge/and reck-

"comraon sense"

As ? corollary of all this the term "Dr."
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the n?ci for some evacuee participation in an 1 responsibility
for carrying out rartly as a result of
•?. special report on registration plus a constant oral hammering

shortcomings of its registration program .han it carri d out
its noxt major operation, nunely, segregation.

•\ second job of the Community Analysis section both in
nshington an I in the field .:/as in connection . ith evacuee re-
sistnnces to the relocation program with >.h analysis of the rea
sons - largely personal insecurity - for such reluctance to re-

i'

ties

‘-•ryr and means of carrying out the unpleasant task of segrega
tion in such, a ”ay as to avoid crises at the centers in connec-

As events turned out,tier ith it. the mechanics of -segrega
tion •-ent remarkably smoothly at all but one Center, uule Lake,
(\ here, it may be noted, most of the conclusions of the regis
tration report were ignored in regard to the incoming segregees.)

burnerour special requests came to the section from the
Jirector^s office and the Office of reports in connection vith

li

locate to .ther '"ith suggestions for overcoming these difficul-
1 

0

a program successfully.

. ninr^av^
J’Thc sub stance, of this em ly-sXs, minus the suggestions 

which .were frequently made to fit specific administr tive pro
posals^ aopeariw in applied Anthropology For—Aypll - .Tune , -1943, 
Vol. -27 NufflbBT~3, under the title, "Resistance to Freedom - an 
Administrative °roblem".

of its conclusions on the ears of trie administrators by the ana-

A third job ’.-.as .ctlve p rticipstion in the planning of

lysts in »shlng on, the Authority managed to avoid most of the
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Conorsf3ionnl u-nvestigatlons, from the Employment uivipion «nd•5 Ithe Solicitor‘a Office concerning problems connected with re
location anl leave clearances and from various other administra
tive divisions and sections The sec
tion as expected not only to oe informed on social conditions
in relocation centers but also vith the social organization of
the
phenomenon called ”Japanese psychology"• i ecommuhcla 11on t on
Is box’ relations, mess operations, etc# to
had to be made in terms of Japanese psychology rather than of
prosaic labor-management relations.

During the first six months of its existence, s number
of special reports ’ ere also prepared. There ’as a general
Community Analysis reports series on such problems as causes of

In all, six such reports -ere preparedNisei.
These reports, usually lesof August 1. than ten pages inas

ere written in general terms in an attempt to present
admJnistrRtive officials the social causes be

hind some of the problems they vere running up against in their
They ver. given vide circulation among thedaily work. .H.A.

A second juries of reports, a project analysis series,

I

I I

!
8

I jI :

in the * ashington office.

i

I
II
II •

ce sccepted, usually

length, \
for the use of

She first such general report,"Dealing 1th Japanere- 
Americans", was reproduced v-erba-Hn in Applied Anthropology for 
January - ’/.nr ch, 1943, Vol. 2, Kumoer 2.

est Coast Japanean oefore the ar, and •1th that abstruse

unrest in relocation centers, resistances to relocation and 
/ *. i

assimibillty of

staff at projects, at relocation offices and in the 'ashington 
office.1
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also established consisting of specieV c e reports from field

the evalu
ation of the resettlement program, problem.? 5n connection with

■a of August 1, ten re or-ts of the project

analysis series had been prepared. ri he s e ere given a more

restricted circulation •’ithin the vornmunity Management divi

sion 'nd ■o such staff members as mlrht e concerned with the
parti cular subjects treated. •rhe *'ashington office also estab
lished a. community Analysis letter series in order to keep the
project analysts in touch with developments in the section at
other projects than their O’rn and in the ashington office.

Together with carrying out the above special assignments
and regular duties at the eshington level, simil: r functions
were being carried out at the project level by project analysts
in response to requests from the project directors and from
various staff memhors.

perhaps more imoortant than any formal
were the duties analysts carried out through personal contacts
and discussion with both evacuees end appointed staff members.
unce administrators gained confidence in the analyst and in his

oi' so and so many reports or such and such a civil service rating.
It was only after a period of months that a good analyst could

11

Mult education.

ability and judgment, his influence and practical value in ad
ministration became such that it could no'- be measured in terms

vritten reports,

ters such as the effects of the registration pro, r ir,
sinalyrts. on important administr-tive problems in their o-n cen-
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te tho decree of confidence In his .^ork th.^.t made it poser e
IOu the

• n his initial relations with the rest of the staff that ’. ould
take v-eeks to overcome.)

Final Official stnblislanent

Final establishment of the Community '.nalysi.? section on
an official basis nay be considex^ed Lu have occurred Then rules
av.d regulations concerning its functions ere laid down in the

r. he relevant sections
fron: this manual are as follows:

.1

iA.

B.

C.

.2

MM

Community
Analysis
Section

urposes 
of

Conm.unity
Analysis

j

Facilitate the program of resettle
ment and reassimilation of evacuees 
into American life; and

I

Hr-' '

7t is the intention of the ar holocation -uthority 
to analyze the cultural patterns existing in the, 
community at each relocation center, arid to observe 
social trends and study their underlying c‘.~es in 
order to,

Increase understanding of the factors 
governing social development '•-ithin 
the center;

.rovido a guide for dealing with any 
comparable social situation that may 
become the responsibility of a fed
eral agency.

I

’’30.3.1

•’.dii;l nirtration I.anual on ’epteinber o, 19i3.

To carry out the functions in 30.8.1, a 
Community Analysis Section shall be es
tablished in th® Community Managtnent 
Division at each center. The work of 
the faction will be under direction of 
a Community Analyst reporting to the 
Project Director through the Assistant 
Director in charge of Community Manage-

siblc. for his ork to be valuable to the organization.
'other hand, it vns all too easy for an analyst to commit errors
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1

.4

.5

(.5) From time to time other reports

Relations 
vl th

Other Staff
Units

Comriu. ity
-nnlysis
Pro£ram

esigned

£t least monthly, the Section at 
each Center shall report on its 
activities to the Project Dir
ector, through the Assistant 
director In charge of Community 
Vnnn ..o./ient.

All administrative personnel at the 
Center shall cooperate with the 
program by making available to the 
Community Analysis faction such 
records and personal information 
as may be of value to it. The 
Community Analysis "taff shall not 
be re uired or expected to livulge 
such Information received nor the 
in-iivilual sources of its records 
and reports.

rnent. ?V'-cir;c -orkers may be n 
to the Section at the Centers, within 
budgetary limit*tions.
Ths Community Analysis Action r t a 
Center shall make sn intensive study 
of ;.he community there, including 
all significant formal and informal 
social croups> v’ith special emphasis, 
upon the.degree of assimilation of 
the various groups, their social roles 
in the community, their attitudes 
to^*-rd one another and toward the ar 
Relocation Authority, the affect of 
the evacuation upon family controls 
and group social controls, and the 
effect of a Iminlstrative policies 
.and decisions upon the evacuee 
community. It should further ob
serve and analyze all social trends 
"”ithin the center, "ith special 
attention to the development of nev’ 
poclil groupings and to developments 
that may improve social relations 
•vithin the center, or that might 
leal to crises.
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Gonc fusions and Lessons
Tnv first and ever recurrent problem in

t r e 11 v e orga n i z s t i o n,
Vadministered people”, is tnat of communication from theOi

tup administration to che field oin branch administration, and
froj the field administrations to the people administered -
then from the people .administered upward.

* any of the difficulties and crises of administration
in Industry, in colonial government, ana in the ar itelocation

Authority are due to clogs or gaps or perversions of the in
formation that should be communicated up ana down within the

Once this problem is recognized - and it alwaysstructure.
is, eventually, after time, tempers, and lives have been lost -
some form of Community Analysis is established. it may take
the shortsighted form of a spy system as in some industrial
situations and some colonial governmental situations, or it
may take the more enlightened ana in the long run more prac
tical and efficient form of open ana scientific attempts to

i

• i The-e reports, of course, were routed to the Community 
-nalysis section, in one center, where the analyst had the con
fidence of the Project Director, only letters of transmittal 
went through "channels” while the documents and reports came 
direct from the field analyst to the Community Analysis section 
in ashingion.

especially one involving large numbers

shall be maae as leumed auvisaole 
by the ection, or as the rroject 
Director may request, one copy of' 
each regular or occasional reoort 
must be sent to the Director in 
a shin ton.

a n« aaminls-
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the estern

'loctric Compray; for colonial iritish in dev

our :.;nerican parallel

t o C o 1 jni a 1 ad:n 1 al s tr a11 on, the ar Relocation Authority.

From the experience .in ”‘.R.A. in establishing such an
a numbor of special adninistrntive ’problems have arisen

(a) hen ■ ho have had. no previous■ithin the section itself.

To send such inexperienced men bo the field, even though
and make the

(b) Also
of real value to ?n analysts effectiveness is previous experience
? n

Chafin.^ loans to frus-chafe at the
trption -and ineffectiveness regardless of the brilliance of a

knowledge of the ixis and outs oi rcveriJaeiitalnriJ s analysis.
organisation and a :illingnees to use it for vhat it is meant,

an aid to successful administration, can help bring thei • e ■ rj c-

(c) C cm un5. cation be-
tv eon the analyst in the field and the analyst.section in r.ah-

Close coordination tot’ ueningtqn is a constant problem. a sh

ut project personnel tendington and tho field is essential,

to he defensive about theii’ administrative problems, vis a vis

t

I

I

’ ork'rg in goverment rnd having learned to use rather than

ms.;- he costly
had ’to

fuino'-i f.uid u^.i’ts of Arie- ; And finally in

f’el oxpoi^itnce? 3.ro definitely loss useful than those ' ho have

dxfbupler of thic l-'tter solution ar. , foi' industry,

results of .'’nalysif into effective use.

hum'-’n relations as t?iey develop and chnige in th« organization.

job of their successor in the ficin doubly difficult.
they are * ell trained professionally,

’hr.dmiiilr.tr-• tivc channels”.

analysd s,

oVprionoxit, the

provide ndministr»;t.jrs *. ith a xno* loagc of uho complexities of
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ano. hence tend to fi ov n on r*ny objective rrialypis I
or ever mention of local trouble# the analyst’s firct
;*ob Ir thua to gain the confidence of the l.crl -dmini.^tr^tors
in hie Integrity and .bod judgment as * ell ar in the value of
M: vork, only then can nost project adiLiinletmtors be convinced
or the desirability of Maintaining comuunic-■ tlon between the
<-dii.lnl tiered and the project staff and of l:ee ing a ph ng ton
r-v-ire of local developn.c ntc vhict may be u* rt.llel to other pro
jects and hence part of a ^eneral administrative problem rather

Id) In first establishing thethan simply a local headache
analysts in 1 he f<eld, a system of ersonal letters on ho? they
’ci*' gutting along in their vork v as instituted. ihese dia not
go through administrative channels ana verb not Intended toI
contain any information or remarks calling for administrative

hot the men in
their respective projects in lieu of frequent visits to the mon.

these letters created a number of administrative prob-Ho? ever,
especially rhen the project director did not have full

confidence in the analyst and tended to regard him as something
\ The letter system if probably not to be
recommended In compf.r 'ble situations and Is gradually disappear
in' from the analysis section in v:,R.A. In general, there ir

substitute for frequent personal contact betveen the ashing-no
ton section ana the field men.

A. basic requirement for successful and objective com
munity analysis is that the annlyst kee • out of direct adminls-

Ti —

of

One of

r ' ’’shlngton spy.

ere faring

;•! shing i on,

action, but they did serve to ahov

Jems,
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Th.;??j 13 a constant temptation for
I ■ te Ln an.l hulo lo some
Identify his inter/-t- ’’lib. { hose of the specific operation*
j ob. Thor 3 is also n tend-uicy for proj ct liroctors to assign

if they think

ability to sinaly.73 the total picture and also c.eata the very
attitudes to”ar.l him on the p rt of the administered and other
■ imln’rtrntors t! nt make it difficult for him to gain the raoport

Trie analyst*s job is thus
di~flcu.lt one. Hu must be able to gain the respect of his

fello" staff members -.hile not hi:, (pelf performing operations
functions *ni nt th? same time grin the confidence of the admlnis-

ho inspect of the adiiiinistrvtors in the Lon.- run dependstored.

l.'-te them into terr..? useful to the ndmlnistrrtors in carrying
Ti:c confidence of the administered depends

(a) the analyst1?: ability in human velatioiis as a field ’.'orkeron
(b) on h’s core in avoiding identification with internal■ml,

'-ac’.rity investigations and in protecting at all times the con-
ourc<-s of information.fldonce of his

’’i lit ary government px’Og.rups to Lay are being planned vith
no specific provision beyond a traditional negative s y system

-_____

4I

1 •
J

f
tr3live v ork ■ilnirolf. n. man

ueh actions cause the analyst to lose his orn

roce^^ary for valu^bla analysis •ork.

job thrt n-jois doin^ snl ?o to

One analyst threatened to resign because he became over- 
loaded ’lib operations functions by a rrojoct Director vho admired 
hir sbillt5.es; another drifted into operations on his own ini
tiative and eventually transferred from Community Analysis into 
an operations unit.

on (a) the accuracy* of his annlyres and, (b) hir ability to trana-

oui their /'unctioi ?.

oporations functions to .•ui analyst, especially 

he is any 300a.

flcu.lt
sbillt5.es


• ■ ^mirdrtered puluticn.

Government nnu. the ’ hclcc Lioi* Authoi’ity, • luurican mill l<*ry
lose many a life in subduing riotsyovernnicnt ' ill undoubtedly

r ich < ill be blamed not on poor or ine.,L admin istration but on
coulc save

11. :nr lvee both m npo' ci* c.uu

Ccm. .unity Analysis officers - men free from administrative duties

structure am* changing attitudes of the people vithin their
civil admirdstrative planning

end operations.

I

J
!

eventual public criticism by pro-

K:*?h its tors ' 9 The x*ri-.iy anu. liavy

li

jux‘isd.ictioii in ox-uer to aio. 1

m.i charged specifically v.itn keeping In touch vith 'he functional

vluini. before, rauhe-x' than .ftur, a scries of crises, for special

’’orfpu.iters’1, etc.

among ■ ri hs v.'ith Inuu; try, Colonial
for learnlrt, the community attitudes tnu social developments



American Anthropologist

February 17, 1944

Dear Embree:
Fortunately the.Tir*e came last night.Your

manuscript had not yet gone to the printer and I am,
therefore, able to return it to you for revision.

Cordially,

Ralph Linton

i
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Ralph Linton, editor 
408 Schermerhorn Extension 
Columbia University 
New York 27. N.Y.

ORGAN OF

The American Anthropological Association
The Anthropological Society of Washington 

The American Ethnological Society of New York 
The Philadelphia Anthropological Society

Dr. John F. Embree
Department of Anthropology 
University of Chics; o
CV? i ca go, Illinois
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WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY
WASHINGTON

February 26, 1944

Dear John:

5) Is this necessary?

1

Dr. John F. Embree
Department of Anthropology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois

I am returning the Community Analysis manuscript on which 
are penciled some marginal notes and questions and concerning 
which T would raise ouestions further as listed belo’-*. *

4) WRA was aware of whatever came into the Indian Office 
in Washington.

1) Actually F.S.A. end B.A. furnished many fe^er than 
•Thy not just say ‘‘Department of

buy
•TATaa
^AR
iJUMM

did S.C.S. and O.L.U.C.
Agriculture”?

6) Actually these had little bearing upon the establishment 
of Community Analysis in the Community Management Division. It was 
set up in Community Management largely because the Director did not 
want it directly, under him, John Baker felt it would compromise 
his primary responsibility as a news reporting service and he didn’t 
understand it anyhow, and because the head of the Community Manage
ment Division '-’as the only one in the organisation with either the 
interest or background to give it support or supervision. This 
is not any horn-tooting fbr JHP—.just what was actually the case. 
The personal element was almost the determining factor in where it 
landed and how it developed.

3) There are at least two memoranda- on the subject - one 
by Redfield, one by me - written in May-June of 1242, and there 
were several conversations with Eisenhower, Dillon Myer, and. others 
contemplating a broader program.

2) This is much too sheening a statement. It is not true 
that administrators generally ,rere oblivious to human relations 
until Community Analysis came along.
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I envy

Spicer and. de.Young are now grinding out much good stuff
here.

Hope to see you soon.

Sincerely,

In conclusion, congratulations on getting it out. 
you your productive capacity and energy.

■
i

<2zun H. Provinse, Chief 
Community Management Division

Hi

9) rl\is displays a cynicism that does not seer, warranted, 
either from your own experience or mine. To set off training or 
intellectual capacity from ’’experience” and ’’common sense” is to 
eliminate experience from training and judgment from intellectual 
capacity in a way that belies some of your earlier discussion of 
the job to be done and the qualifications for the personnel. If 
this paragraph is necessary at all, I think it should be treated 
less flippantly than no-r occurs.

7) Much more than any thing else it was an outgrowth of your 
own personal.contribution and specific knowledge of the Japanese. 
To retain what you want to say, I thin: the wording of the- condi
tional opening cla.use should be ’’since the Analyst scheduled to 
organize the work of the new section had been previously associated 
with the Renerts Division as documentarian.” a clear division etc.

-he rest of the document is good and will be helpful to 
administrators contemplating similar organizational problems. I am 
sorry my comments could not have come earlier and am sorry if they 
are critical in places. I am as anxious as you to advance the 
practical contributions of anthropology and to get it before 
interested people at this time, but I felt your presentation was 
so hurried as to be nretty thin. Plus some unnecessary slaps at 
both government work and government people that seem gratuitous 
for your purposes and probably do no good for anthropology.

—

8) I feel decidedly dragged in here as an efterthought. 
■rhy not omit?
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The past weeks have been tense ones for the author
ity ana most everyone from the Director down, particularly the 
director in fact, just what our movement into Interior 
would mean. Erayed nerves and tired minus and bodies didn’t 
make the adjustment any easier, but it now appears to have been 
an excellent shift. The Secretary has been most cordial, has 
usurped practically npe of DbL’s authority, and Billon himself 
has come thru with only minor wounds and greater confidence 
than before, he have just finished a week of project directors’ 
meetings here/in Washington and most of the time was spent on 
cleaning up tag ends of policy, procedure, and discord between 
Washington and the field, many of the latter of which were not 
cleaned up. nr. ^rnst wanted to see you today in Chicago if 
he could - 1 hope he was able to get your home address from 
Information at the University.

21b opring ot. , 
Bunday, 5/12/44

i % 1

il

1 am returning the revised manuscript which 1 think 
is an excellent job ana which of course makes me feel a bit 
contrite for my earlier carping, my contrition is tempered 
by the feeling that it is actually a better article than it 
was before, and for this reason will be more effective. 1 
appreciate your courteousness and apologize for my own 
show of temper and any delays 1 have caused.

Bed has been at 'rule trying to decide iarvin’s fate. 
John DeYoung has been here a month, but re, orts tomorrow to his 
new job with Ubb, a real los^to us and particularly to Stafford, 
who tried to get him to come tacx to minidoka. Ralph Lerritt 
thinks i..orris upler is a complete loss so far as manzanar is 
concerned, despite the fact that from our end here in ... shington 
i..orriE s material is the best we receive and is reau seriously 
by the Director ana others. We need an analyst or two badly, 
and at the moment are negotiating with Dimer tinith of the U. of 
Utah for the i..iniuoka job. ^rmbruster, who succeeded John there, 

. ulj-ea a”Barnett”on us, though the sickness was his wife’s rather 
than his own. ..e are also seriously considering h. Luoraala for 
the Washington office. Gordon Drown has become indispensable 
at Gila, now one of our better porjects. Jerome is scheduled 

for closing by the end of June. There is much other news, 
but too mucn uo write,



I COMMUNITY ANALYSIS - AN EXAMPLE OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN GOVERNMENT
Initial Organization of the War Relocation Authority

i

The War Relocation Authority, a government agency charged with the

set up by Presidential edict on March 18, 1942. As a result of General
De Witt’s Exclusion Order concerning persons of Japanese ancestry, the

■ i chief duty of the WRA has been with these people: Japanese nationals and
Japanese-Americans resident in the United States. By the summer of 1942,

such evacuees from the West Coast restricted area. ?

vide armed guards and barbed wire fences for the protective custody of these

people, two-thirds of whom happened to be American citizens. Ten reloca
tion centers were established housing from seven to over seventeen thousand
people each.

The situation created by the evacuation raised a great many special
problems in human relations for the War Relocation Authority. The initial

j

nomics-, the Indian Service — people who had had some experience in dealing
However, when it came to staffing the reloca-with community organization.

tion centers themselves, centers which were virtually small towns and cities
in themselves, the problems in human relations became more complex and dif
ficult . Men had. to be found to take charge of such specialized matters as

it became necessary to provide food and shelter for over a hundred thousand
In addition to shelter,I

r

staff of the Authority was drawn largely from other governmental agencies 
■;

such as the Farm-Security Administration, the Bureau of Agricultural Eco-

duty of caring for persons forced to leave restricted military areas, was

circumstances such as state governors1 attitudes,.,, made it necessary to pro-
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feeding, housing, health andI
i.

some
from poor families, some being professional people, some being businessmen,
others racketeers or prostitutes. The conmunities in their initial organi
zation were thus highly artificial - simply a gathering of refugees thrown
together as a result of the war. Since many of the civil service staff mem
bers were not experienced in dealing with social groups of this nature and
since the evacuees themselves came from such varied backgrounds and were, in
addition, subject to many worries and anxieties, it was inevitable that there
should be many local administrative crises of one sort or another. Problems
arose almost immediately in regard to housing, food and medical attention. I'>>.?£ chief steward, a civil service appointee in a rather critical position,
frequently was at odds with his evacuee chefs who in turn developed into vir-

Friction frequently arose betweentual kings within their cwn mess halls.
the various evacuee doctors in the hospital and also between one or another
of them and the civil service appointed doctor.i’l
usually alarmist, was rampant in this situation.
would arise and reach the point of explosion before anyone on the staff real-

The administrators, being concerned withized there was anything wrong.
immediate physical problems such as getting in lumber, getting the plumbing

3

I

I

I

usually surprised and often shocked when something went wrong in human rela
tions within their own centers.I

Rumor of one sort or another,
O Frequently social problems

evacuees themselves had very little in common with one

a public hospital, internal security, social

I

i —

into operation, and insuring shipments of food had little time to devote to 

[what they regarded as secondary^problems in social relations. 'They were

work - in fact all of the services that~are necessary in any community of ten 

thousand people.^ The 

another besides their ancestry, some coming from well-to-do families,
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At the time when the Authority was first ret
up,
the agency would, be dealing with peoole, many of whom

cultural background, it would be a goodhad a Japnne e
to employ one or two men with

and background who might aid in administration by
giving advice concerning matters of Japanese culture.

/ 3ith the problem* of human relationcorrection as such

not seem to have been considered
tablishment of the Authority, one of the relocation
centers in Arizona was established on Indian land
and ”ras staffed largely with Indian Service personnel.
At this one center, with the encouragement of Commis-

a special reserch unit was establishedsioner Collier,
in pnrt to determine some of the effects of evacuation
and in part tb give the results of their findings to
the project administrator in order to aid him in under
standing local developments. This sociological re

set up by Lt. Alexander Leighton, was ateQrch unit,
first pretty well isolated from the other adniinstrative
divisions on the project and was quite cut off from
the v’ar Relocation Authority in Washington.

-Iso might be needed in

ide a special knowledge

■ i

1

11

However, the idea th*t advisers

in a cross-cultural, anxiety-ridden situation doe*

. -’In the initial es-

some consideration was given to the idea that *ince

1
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The Poston and inanzanar Crises

I In November 1942, shortly °fter the last eva
cuees had left the assembly centers an_i taken up resi-
dence in the relocation centers anu when the center
of gravity in the administration of the Authority W A s

gradually swinging from San Francisco to Washington'•
anl the Director was beginning to give less attention
to problems of center construction and more to
problems as public relations, the first serious internal

This was a week long strkecrisis in a center arose.
at the Poston center. During the entire duration of

1

the Office of Indian Affairs was well-informed. It was
difficult to know at the time what the causes were that

JUc/ termine just what was happening from day to day.
W.R.A» Reports Officer, whose duty it was to keep

r-<

the one hand with local public relations and on theon V
other with a self assigned job as "Intelligence Offi-

searching for "plots." Sometime after the strikeI

was settled, information of a ratner conflicting
nature did come in, from the report? officer, from the

moat useful in throwing light, upon the underlying

f

VA d' ’3’'A.
*7 
/

A.' I

such

the strike, very little information on it came to the 
'\V.

Washington office of V ar i<elocntion Authority, although

oroject director and from the sociological research 
unit at the center. || Thfe^ report oroved to *be thef

lay behind the strike and even more difficult to de-
Q /‘The

;, . /
- .■

cer”

Washington informed on such matters, became tied up
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cnUoeQ op the trouble. oasically, they peen to have

been associated with such things a? (a)
i

grievances \®hich had become more or less chronic such
concerning just

and (c) thewhat a relocation center would be like;
administration in its earliest days had attempted to

of young Japanese-American?, a procedure which ran
counter to the established order of the Japanese communi
ty ^'hereby older people helo positions of authority
over younger people.

Qhe strike itself was not accompanied by any
violence and its results were in some ways beneficial
to the local community organization and the adminis-

It brought to light many issuestration thereof.
which the administration had not even realized existed
and resulted in a more realistic approach to the
problems of ('^p/nter administration. It is notable also
that while some of the administrators were worried

frained from such precipitous action which might well
have created irreparable damage in terms of the develop-

settling down process in the center with some struggle
r* n.

. I

administrate. the center pretty largely through the use

a general

a s the government’s

during the crisis and wished the project head *to call 
in ^soldiers] the top administrators very wisely re-

Por power among the community leaders; (b) a number of

’’broken promises’1
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Kot long after the bocton strike, on December

this time at the

.kanzanar center in California. It was of a more cri-

dministratorby the project

in two deaths and a num-

The deports Officer, again,leading up to the riot.

ashingtori

to and resulting from the crisis.
i <

It is

to look itself over very critically in an attempt to
There were some who fearedfind out what was wrong.

that events at boston and iwanzanar were symptoms of i

local administrations of various other centers.
^ro exaggeration to say that it] caused the Authority

!
LA

ment of Poston as a relocation center adm-irn-iste-red— 
/uD-4 C-f.-pTcl'X/ 0-3 T**.. f

-a-l-bng'-a~s democratic.-lines as po*sible'-urmle-r■ the cir
cumstances .

tical juncture one or two of the soldiers became rat
tled and diu. shootTI resulting

ber of other casualties. /As might
who were killed had very little to do with the events

be expected,, those

I
i

was more concerned with local public relations/and’’
^amateur detective work} than with keeping

advised of events and social developments leading up

news of the manzanar riot created/great?appre
hension in the '''ashington office as well as in the

d to be exact, another crisis arose,

tlcal nature and resulted in the calling in of soldiers
Qnile the Army Captain 

did not actually order anyone to shoot, at one cri-
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1

as they
ties.
gsni*ed group attempting to create such trouble in every
center so as to bring in army control rind thus give
themselves glory in the eyes of the Japanese government.

Ihore were s.till others, however, including
many project directors, who felt that the events *t
both Poston and Manzanar, while they could occur easily
enough nt the other .centers since in other centers

lem was primarily one of local administration and what
wa
trol but rather an improvement of the administrative

and a better understand-organisation, on the one hand,
ing of
center population on the other. 'rhe background of the

for instance, turned out on investiga-./.anzannr riot,

I
had been better understanding of them earlier in the
history of Manzanar, might well have never developed

At

Wi

*■

settled down end became organized

attitudes and social develooments within the

° needed was not so much an increase in military con-

whnt might be expected at all other centers in t urn

to the fatal point of the riot rtm^Lfecember --6-;
housing

Manzanar, there were chronic grievances such extreme

-here were some who felt that there was an or-

mary of the ^ame conditions of living existed, the orob-

tion to be due to a number of things which, if there

overcrowding and lack of privacy, the project staff had'

a s new communi -
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alsb given undue power to y oung and unexperienced

’here were problems of complete misunderstanding be
tween several elements of the community population and

who had become soured as

of course, have been removed from the center sooner than
hanzanar also haa certain special handicapsthey were.

such as having been originally
simply turned into a relocation center by a oaperwas

It had a very small area,change.
which 9,000 oeople had to live with surrounding community
attitudes very hostile towards the inhabitants of the

All these things tended to createcenter.
and frequently aggressive reactions on the part of in-
dividunl residents of i>.anzansr.

beginnings of Community Analysis
one constructive result of the kanzan^r incident,

the realization on the part of the Authority that it

.'W

anxieties

coming as

an assembly center ’which

a result of evacuation and

citizens st the exoense of older, more mature men,

it did on the heels of the roston strike, was

needed a better understanding of the people with whom it 
was concerned and that it needed this knowledge

1 square mile, in

the project administrators, there were a few individuals

••'ere attempting to stir up trouble, persons who should,
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’Jn January 1943. the writer, who w at that time bocumen-

imoroved understanding.
meetings of project directors were called in
Denver and Little Kock, for the purpose of talking over

dministration problems and to discuss inrelocation center

establish a combat team of Japanese-American soldiers.
(Incidentally, it was also ciecided to conduct at the center
general registration of all people in connection vrith thea

army program in order to facilitate leave clearance pro
cedures which had become rather a bottle neck at the ’"ash- J
ington office.) At these meetings the idea of establishing
community analysis at the project level was also presented.
At the fan Francisco meeting the project director of foston
testified that the
at his project had proved to be most valuable to him in

other project directors werehis administrative work.
also favorably disposed toward the idea partly, perhaps,

of something that could have been avoided.

rlnce in Aministrative Structure
An important administrative problem to be solved in

establishing Community Analysis was its place in the s.dminis-

*;
i

work of the sociological research unit

because --af the Manzanar riot hatHrbee-ir-usedexample

can Francisco,
Towaru the end of January

tarion in the deports Office, was authorized to go ahead 
with a pl-an\ he had drawn up for the establishment of a 
section of community analysis as a means of gaining this

a preliminary sort of way the army’s recent decision to
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tm tive organization. Ideally, perhaps, Community Analysis

directly to the project director and a ' ashington analyst
reoorting to the national director. Fuch an arrangement
had certain practical drawbacks.

year.

every professional person - internal security officer,
chief doctor, chief steward - had shown a desire to report
directly to the project director and if everyone of these
men had had his wish,

?or and entirely new function suchhopeles sly dissipated.
Community Analysis to be added to an existing organiza-as

tional structure presented enough practical problems in
staff relations without the sponsor of the new function in

to project directors.
i

ihe problem then became one of deciding to which
division the analyst should be attached. ‘ihe main project

slating that the analysts be privileged to report directly

J 1

and in operation for almost a

livisions as of January 1945 were somewhat as follows:

the whole administrative structure 
would have become chaos and the energies of the director

rirst of all, the basic
organizational structure of the Authority had been set up

Furthermore, as t-he-
c-hrired^dmtrri-s^^irve—o-f-f 1 cer justly pointed Cupt, practically

should be a separate unit with a field analyst reporting
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/j

a reporter of evacuee attitudes, the analyst
might be attached to the Reports office, and this idea was
seriously considered as a possibility. In this connection
it is perhaps worth noting that the writer, who inaugu
rated Community Analysis in W.R.A., was previously head

i
of the documents Section of the Reports Office in ”ash-

The Reports Office was large! concerned withinrton.
three things:
after project public relations, and reporting events ns they

*lhe office was also concerned with presenting tooccurred.
mostly through the newspaper, news of W.R.A.evacuees,
The Reports Officers were mostly men qualifiedpolicies.

•tions work.

=   =.

Heoorts Office
i

employment

I 
I 

Agriculture

Publ1c Relations 
Project Re^spa per 
documentation 

(History)

i 
!
f
I 
T

Community Management

Project director 
f 
t 
1 i f“
i f f
’ Solicitors’Office ’’ 
i t

1 
Relocation 

Planning 
Office

Stat!sties
State Lept. Contacts

!
!

Fiscal and 
Administrative

I ■

Project Agriculture 
(^mmu-nirt-y Enterprises

Ac

~ J 
maintaining a project newspaper, looking

Project Employment 
Relocation

Welfare
Education

Public Health
Internal Security

Communi ty Activities

for such work through previous newspaper and public rela- 
It was thought
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that the project analysts could perhaps come in as ’’documentarians” and de
velop this work into that of Community Analysis. On the other hand, it was also
believed that an analyst would work under certain handicaps if he were a part

These handicaps would be: (a) that evacuees wouldof the Reports Office.

actions in Center administration; and (c) the previous history of the Reports

Another possibility was that Community Analysis could be set up as a

section of the Community Management Division. Here the section would be in

fairly close touch with welfare, education, public health and internal security -

all vital aspects of project administration. The only serious drawback was

that of being in the same division as Internal Security and possibly becoming

identified with it in the eyes of wary evacuees. However, there was a sharp

distinction in function between Internal Security and the proposed Community

Analysis section. Internal Security was concerned with adninistering law

The analyst

could continually arrest individuals and nothing would be gained until the

situation that gave rise to the continual arrests was in some way modified.

His function in relation to Internal Security would be to find out (a) the
causes of the recurrent trouble and, (b) suggest changes in the local situation

MNP

i

regard him as a public relations man trying to sell the virtue^ of W.R.A.; (b) 
he would rather far removed from the operations units of administration and
so fail to grasp fully some of the factors leading to certain actions and re

Office at certain of the projects had built up an attitude of suspicion on 
a

the part of evacuees that would be difficult for/new analyst to overcome.

enforcement and with apprehending specific individual offenders; Community 

Analysis would be concerned with^investigating and analyzing the causes of

social upsets and not with apprehending individual law breakers.
would be interested in why, not who/ (From the analyst’s point of view, one
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that might overcome the difficulty.)
In'view of the above considerations, it was finally

leclded that Community ec
tion in the community
reporting to the community

suit records of other divisions in connection with hi? work
and (b) tnat he would not be required to divulge individual
sources of information among the residents of the center.

7since Community Analysis was in aBurtnermore,
out-growth of

the why of events - had to be made. to Re
ports officers from the chief of the Reports Office was

administrative instructionwritten clarifying this point.
to on documentation was also amended transferring fromNo.

Documents to Community Analysis those functions concerned

in this connection for his generous cooperation with his

Il is not ever?- one in govern-division other than Reports.
merit who puts the good of the total organisation before the

1
Reports Round Table No. 4, March 17, 1943.

- I

Management division with the analyst

with social organisation and evacuee attitudes which were

should go to Mr. John baker, Chief of the Office of Reports

management chief.

Special credit

analysis should be set uo

former documentarian in setting up the nev' section in a

• ■

tr een history - the what of. events - and community Analysis — 
1 

A special letter

ns a

fayA fa
i - ■

cl ■

I J

documents, a clear division of function be-

to become p^rt of the new analysis section.

However, it

sense an

pecifically provided that (a) he should be free to con-
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ise and prestige of his own division.
Mr. John rrovinse as head of Community Management in the

Services chiefs explaining the nature of the new section;

name
It was necessary to decide upon a name for the new
Originally, the function was discussed in termssection.

of Social Analysis and was so presented at the January
Project Directors meetings.

2
C

■ I

1r

■

Memorandum of April 1, 1943. Mr. Province had realised 
from the beginning the need for community analysis in W.R.A., 
but it was not until *’fter the Poston and Manzanar incidents 
that his advice in this regard bore fruit.

’’’ashington office sent out a memorandum to project Community
P

Q •» 1 t r z*i r n n I . Vi 'i v\ rr 4* Vx 4 i i r. rx P 4- 1 \ < x zx 4

°oon afterwards

However, the national
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director felt that a title with the word "social” in
unnecessary criticism and that furthermore
layman.

Analyst’s Civil Service Rating
The matter of the rating of the analyst had to be settled. It was

felt that for the man to have the requisite degree of prestige and author
ity on the project to carry out his work successfully, he would need a rea-

7sonably high rating. In government, the Civil Service classification and the
salary of a job indicates its social value and that of the man who holdsit.
Civil service rating corresponds to rank in a military organization. For

P-4 which was similar to the rating of the Project Reports Officer. This
rating carried an annual salary of §3800 (plus overtime during the

c
48 hour week schedule). Such a rating was also necessary if the Authority Z

Job Descriptions

When a new job is set up, it is also necessary to write out a job
With the

the positions of head and assistant head of the Washington section and for
the field analyst positions.

Finally there had to be defined the role of the analyst on the pro
ject and in the Washington office. The quotation of the field analyst’s

i. 

i tonight give rise to 
it] was not very descriptive to a 

He suggested instead the term Community Analysis as bei»g==a more 
appropriate title- and-this—was-adoptede-.—AsJbbe-’-section* -developed- in-prac=-

—■

these reasons it was decided that the field analyst should be classified as

' A

description for the approval of the Civil Service Commission.
aid of the chief of Community Services, job descriptions were now made for

ticey this title turned out to be much better than the original one.

war time .. .. -J
was to obtain in wartime men with the desired qualifications for the job. 

v vv ’
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job description may serve to describe the field function.
ii Position #TX-1109

Social Science Analyst (P-4)

There was also an outline of possible techniques for getting at the
problems involved prepared in the Washington office and sent out to the an-

aalysts in March. Its headings included: ecological analysis, history of
evacuation, main social groupings (family, sex, age, occupation), formal

Studies and analyzes such social attitudes as may de
velop in relation to the various social groups, with par
ticular reference to attitudes toward the administration. 
On the basis of such knowledge, analyzes the various ad
ministrative policies in order to advise on the probable 
eEffects on Center administration of changes in policy.

Studies any special sociological problems which 
either the Project Director or the Director of the Au
thority may request.

Directs a staff of evacuees in research and assembly 
of data required for various studies.”

Analyzes the social structure of Center population 
by discovering the various groups that exist, their 
characteristics, their role in community life, their re
lationships with one another and with the administrative 
staff and the affects of Center life on family and commu
nity organization. Such analysis includes study of aliens, 
kibei, repatriates, neighborhood gangs, and such other 
organizations of evacuees as may have significance for ad
ministration. This study includes the patterns of paren
tal influence, religious affiliation, general cultural 
adjustment and will be directed particularly to degrees 
of Americanization and assimilation among various groups 
of evacuees.

-

Under the administrative supervision of the Chief 
of Community Services, CAF-15, on the Center level, re
ceiving technical advice and supervision from the-Social 
Analysis Section in Washington, initiates and carries on 
scientific studies of social groups and over-all socio
logical problems on the project Center.
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ins titut ions (church, school), social stratification and individual person

ality development*

The functions of the Washington office staff were principally:

Initial Establishment of Community Analysis Section

Finally, on February 26, 1943, a letter signed by the national direc

tor and based on proposals made by the Community analyst in Washington was

sent out to all project directors authorizing the establishment of Community

Analysis sections within the division of Community Management with community

analysts to be appointed at P-4 rating and with such evacuee assistants in

the new section as might be found necessary.

Locating Personnel

With job descriptions approved by Civil Service and with the author

izing letter from the Director to the projects, the next problem was to locate

properly qualified personnel for the new section - no easy task in the face of

a national manpower shortage. In general, it was thought that first of all,

the analyst should have training in one or more fields of the social sciences

preferably anthropology and sociology in order to be capable of making, in a

3. Personnel procurement and training. This was a constant 
problem requiring during the first months a large portion of the 
time of the Washington office. Whenever possible, new analysts were 
give, a few days orientation in Washington before going to the field 
and also, where practical, one of the Washington office analysts 
visited the project before a new field analyst arrived in order to 
prepare the way for him.

1. To coordinate reports from the field and find ways and means 
of making such material as was of value to various divisions useful 
to them in their program planning.

2* To coordinate work in the field in such a way that reports 
would be more or less comparable and to see that the analysts1 func
tions as analysts would be kept distinct from administrator’s opera
tions functions.
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relatively short period, useful social analyses; secondly, that he should have
had at least a year’s experience in field work, preferably in a culture dif
ferent from that of contemporary United States, in order to know in advance
some of the problems of a field situation and to appreciate the fact that sim
ilar objects and acts might have different meanings and functions in different
social contexts; and, finally, government experience was considered desirable
in order that the analyst should know something of the problems of getting
the findings of his work into proper administrative channels.

The search for such unusual men was first begun when the community
analyst from Washington went on a field trip in connection with and following
the Project Directors meetings in January. He interviewed possible candidates
in the Middle West and Far West, both at universities and in government agen
cies. In addition, the services of the civil service procurement section were
called upon, as well as those of the Ethno geographic Board in Washington. As
of August 1943, by which time the staffing was finally completed, the Community
Analysis personnel picture stood as follows:

Place Personal Name

J. Embree

Senior Social F. Sweetser

Anne Freed

John. deYoung

MSS in Social Work. Field work 
psychiatric social work.

Washington
Office

Research
Assistant

Community
Analyst

Social Science
Analyst P4

Ph.D. in Anthropology. Field 
work in Japan.
Gov’t, experience in Office of 
Strategic Services.

Gov’t, experience in Office of 
Strategic Services.

Minidoka
(Idaho)

Research Asst.
P 2

Head, C.A.
Section

Functional
Title

Civil Service 
Classification

Training and 
Background

Asst. Head, 
C.A. Section Science Analyst

P5

Ph.D. in Sociology. Field work 
in American Community Studies.
Gov’t, experience in Office of 
Strategic Services.

M.A. in Anthropology. Field 
work in Hawaii and Illinois.

Principal
Social Science
Analyst P6
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Place Personal Name

Morris Opler

tt it E. McVoy

Marvin Oplerit it

J. Rademakerit it

F. LaVioletteittt

it it

it it

Jerome
(Arkansas)

Granada
(Colorado)

Community 
Analyst

Social Science 
Analyst PA

Gov’t, experience in War Depart
ment and FarrSecurity Adminis
tration.

Ph.D. in Sociology. Field work 
among German ethnic groups in 
Wisconsin.

Ph.D. in Anthropology. Field 
work in Samoa and Africa.
Gov’t, experience in British 
Colonial Gov’t. (Territory of 
Tanganyika)

Gordon Brown 
(Succeeding 
J. Barnett, 
(Sociologist) 
who resigned 
due to illnes^

Tule Lake
(Calif.)

Ph.D. in Sociology. Field work 
among Japanese of Washington 
state.
Gov’t experience with Washing
ton State Emergency Relief Ad
ministration.

0. Hoffman 
(Succeeding
W. LaBarre, 
(Anthropolo
gist) who 
resigned to 
join the Navy)

Topaz
(Utah)

Manzanar 
(Calif.)

Training and 
Background

Functional
Title

Civil Service 
Classification

Gila
(Ariz.)

Heart
Mountain
(Wyoming)

Ph.D. in Anthropology. Field 
work among Ute and other Indian 
Groups.
No previous Gov’t, experience.

Ph.D. in Sociology. Field work 
among Japanese of Washington 
state.
No prdvious gov’t experience.

Ph.D. in Anthropology. Field 
work among Apache and other 
Indian groups.
Government experience in Office 
of Indian Affairs

Gov’t, experience with Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics.

.Ph.D. in Sociology. Field work 
in Southern and New England commu
nities.
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Personal Laine

Charles 7’1sdom
(Ark. )

the Sociological Research bureau as set up underAt Poston
the department of the Interior was under the direction of:

Alexander Leighton

Most of the analysts held doctors degrees in an-
thropology or sociology.
pedient to emphasize not training or intellectual capacity,

Ihus, the fact thatbut
the writer as head of the Community Analysis section had
had
in giving
specialist in the field of human relations. As a corollary

!!of all this the term is something to be avoided among

Community 
Analyst

Social Science
Analyst P4

rh.J. in Anthropology, 
rielu work in Central
America and among 
Mexicans of Chicago.
Gov 11. experience 
in Census bureau 
and in Office of 
Indian Affairs.

i

Functional
Title

C?vil Service
Classification

’training and 
background

j 19 c 3

| Rohwer

iid’-ard Spicer - Assistant director
Ph.b. in Anthropology.
Field work among Southwest 
Indian and Mexican Groups.
In September., Spicer replaced 
Sweetser in Washington when 
the latter joined the Navy.)

■

i

i

USNR . . (Coordinator) on detail 
from the navy.
(doctors degree in rsychiatry. 
rield work among Lavaljo and 
Southwest Indians.
Gov’t, experience in Office of 
Indi an Af fairs.)

weight to his words than the fact that he was a

and "common sense".

"Dr.

’’experience" with Japanese people counted more heavily

However, in government it is ex-

"experience"
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government administrative officials since
whole are both resented ano distrusted. The sign that a man

is when he is addressed by
his first name. Io be addressed as hr.
cation that relations are on a stiff and formal basis.

I

Sarly Activities of the Community Analyst
The first big job to land in the lap of the section

that of finding out why the combined Army-W.R.A. regis-wa s
tration program caused so much trouble.
analysis of the events surrounding registration, it was dis-

(3) better communication between the evacueesthe evacuees,,
and project staffs as to the motives and aims of the program
and the procedural problems, (4) the need for
participation in and responsibility for carrying out

Partly as a result of a special reportsuccessfully. on
registration plus a constant oral hammering of its conclu-

4
the ears of the administrators by the analysts in

Washington, the Authority managed to avoid most of the short-
comings of its registration program when it carried out its

■

t-

I

lb

H

pite of professional training',

covered that the problems involved concerned (1) the need 
of

for knowledge/and reckoning with evacuee attitudes, (2) the
ad1, ■need frir^ better advance information on the procedures and

ourposes of

1,1

a program

ions on

s Section

’’experts/’ on the

or Lr. is an indi-

h*s achieved rapport with his civil service colleagues, in

a nev; program both to the project staffs and to

some evacuee

On the basis of an
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next major operation, namely, segregation.
A second job of tne Community Analysis section both

in ■•’ashington and in the field was in connection with eva
cuee resistance to the relocation program with an analysis
of the reasons - largely personal insecurity - for such

>

A third job was active participation in the plan
ning of ways and means of carrying out the unpleasant task

way as to avoid crises at the
centers in connection with it. As events turned out, the
mechanics of segregation went remarkably smoothly

of the conclusions of the registration reoort were ignored
in regard to the incoming cegregees.)

Numerous special requests came to the section from
the Director’s office and the office of deports in con
nection ”ith congressional Investigations, from the Employ
ment division and the Solicitor’s office concerning prob
lems connected ’'ith relocation and leave clearances and
from various other administrative divisions and sections in?

The section was expected not onlythe Washington office.

to be informed on social conditions in relocation centers

i

°t all

Di

of segregation in such a

1 The substance of this analysis, minus the suggestions 
which were frequently made to fit specific administrative 
prooosals, appeared in Applied Anthropology for April - 
■ lune 1943 Vol. 2, Number 3 under the title ’’Resistance to 
rreedom - an Administrative Problem.”

but one Centex’, Tule Lake, (where, it may be noted, most

reluctance to relocate together with suggestions for over
coming these difficulties.^
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but also with the
Japanese before the war, and with that abstruse phenome
non called Recommendations on
lr>bor relations, mess operations, to oe accepted,
usually had to be made in terms of Japanese psychology
rather than of prosaic labor-management relations.

curing the first six months of its existence, a
number of special reports were also prepared. There was

general Community Analysis reports series on such prob-n
lems as causes of unrest in relocation centers, resis-
tances to relocation and assimibility of Aisei. In all,

Thesesix such reports were prepared as of August 1.
reports, usually less than ten pages in length, were
written in general terms in an attempt to present for the
use of administrative officials the social causes behind
some of the problems they running upwere

•They were given wide circulation among thedaily work.
’ .R.A.

A second series of reports, a project
analysis series, vas also established consisting of special
reports from field analysts on important administrative
problems in their own centers such as the effects of the
registration program, the evaluation of the resettlement

program, problems in connection with adult education. As
of August 1, ten reports of the project analysis series

v L
I

octal organisation of the

nt relocation offices and in the

against in their

etc..

st°ff at projects,
7 Washington office.

’r,’est Co a et

<?TJ ’ • ' • ' v ' Qcr

’•j. -vf J V H -ck

\ A -

’’Japanese psychology. ”

/•
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h-al been prepared. more restricted
circulation within the ommunity an a l ement ivision and
to such staff members as might be concerned with the par
ticular subjects treated. The
tablished ommunity Analysis letter series in order to
keen the project analysts in touch with developments in

t other projects than their own and in the

'.together with carrying out the above special assign
ments and regular duties at the ashington level, similar
functions were being carried out at the project•level by

directors
-important..ns - if-not more important than any formal
written reports, were the duties analysts carried out through
personal contacts and discussion with both eva.cuees and

</nce administrators gained con-appointed staff members.
fidence in the analyst and in his ability and judgment, his
influence and or°ctical value in administration became such
that it could not be measured in terms of so and so many
reports or such and such a civil service rating. it ’-as

period of months that a good analyst couldonly after a

create the degree of confidence in his
possible for his work to be valuable to the organisation.
(On the other hand, it was all too easy for an analyst to

inM

project analysts in response to requests from the nro.tect
.and from various staff members Perhaps

work that made it

)

These were given a

Washington office also es-

the section a

Washington office.
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in his initial relations with the rest ofcommit error*
the staff that would take weeks to overcome.)

Final Official establishment
ommunity AnalysisFinal establishment of the *ec-

tion on an official basis may be considered to have occurred
nd regulations concerning its functions 'ere•’hen rules

laid down in the Administration toanunl on September 6,

follows;lhe relevant sections from this manual1943. *re

It is the intention of the ar Relocation Authority.1I

i

I

’’30.8.1
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A.

B.

I c.

To.2

I

.3

.4 All administrative personnel at the Center shall 
cooperate with the program by making available to 
the Community Analysis Section such records and 
personal information as may be of value to it. The 
Community Analysis staff shall not be required or 
expected to divulge such information received nor 
the individual sources of its records and reports.

Facilitate the program of resettlement and re
assimilation of evacuees into American life; 
and

Increase understanding of the factors govern
ing social development within the center;

Provide a guide for dealing with any compar
able social situation that may become the 
responsibility of a federal agency.

Community
Analysis
Section

Community
Analysis
Program

Purposes 
of

Community
Analysis

Relations 
with

Other Staff
Units

;• I

The Community Analysis Section at a Center shall 
make an intensive study of the community there, 
including all significant formal and informal so
cial groups, with special emphasis upon the degree 
of assimilation of the various groups, their social 
roles in the community, their attitudes toward one 
another and toward the War Relocation Authority, 
the effect of the evacuation upon family controls 
and group social controls, and the effect of ad
ministrative policies and decisions upon the eva
cuee community. It should further observe and 
analyze all social trends within the center, with 
special attention to the development of new social 
groupings and to developments that may improve so
cial relations within the center, or that might lead 
to crises.

to analyze the cultural patterns existing in the 
community at each relocation center, and to ob
serve social trends and study their underlying 
cases in order to,

II

carry out the functions in 30.8.1, a Community 
Analysis Section shall be established in the Com
munity Management Division at each center. The 
work of the Section will be under direction of a 
Community Analyst reporting to the Project Director 
through the Assistant Director in charge of Commu
nity Management. Evacuee workers may be assigned 
to the Section at the Centers, within budgetary 
limitations.
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• 5

Conclusions and Lessons
The first and ever recurrent problem in a new administrative organi-

zation, especially one involving large numbers of "administered people," is
that of communication from the top administration to the field or branch ad
ministration, and from the field administrations to the people administered -
then from the people administered upward.

clogs or gaps or perversions of the information that should be communicated
up and down within the structure. Once this problem is recognized - and it
always is, eventually, after time, tempers, and lives have been lost - some
form of Community Analysis is established. It may take the shortsighted
form of a spy system as in some industrial situations and some colonial gov-

change in the organization. Examples of this latter solution are, for

At least monthly, the Section at each Center shall 
report on its activities to the Project Director, 
through the Assistant Director in charge of Commu
nity Management.

li Many of the difficulties and crises of administration in industry, 
in colonial ^dm-inist-ra-tien, and in the War Relocation Authority are due to

ernmental situations, or it may take the more enlightened and in the long run 
more practical form of open and scientific attempts to provide administrators A
with a knowledge of the complexities of human relations as they develop and

(.5) From time to time other reports shall be made as 
deemed advisable by the Section, or as the Project 
Director may request. One copy of each regular or 
occasional report must be sent to the Director in 
Washington."

1
These reports, of course, were routed to the Community Analysis Section. 

In one center, where the; analyst had the confidence of the Project Director, 
only letters of transmission went through "channels" whixifi the documents and 
reports came direct from the field analyst to the Community Analysis section 
in Washington.
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industry, the Western Electric Company; for colonial government, the British
in New Guinea and parts of Africa; and finally in our American parallel to
Colonial administration, the War Relocation Authority.

number of special administrative problems have arisen within the section it-
(a) Men who have had no previous field experience are definitely lessself.

useful than those who have had it. To send such inexperienced men to the
field, even though they are well trained professionally, may be costly and

(b) Alsomake the job of their successor in the field doubly difficult.
of real value to an analyst’s effectiveness is previous experience in working
in government and having learned to use rather than chafe at the "administra
tive channels." Chafing leads to frustration and ineffectiveness regardless
of the brilliance of a man’s analysis. A knowledge of the ins and outs of
governmental organization and a willingness to use it for what it is meant,
i.e. as an aid to successful administration, can help bring the results of

(c) Communication between the analyst in theanalysis into effective use.
Closefield and the analysis section in Washington is 4 constant problem.

coordination between Washington and the field is essential, but project per
sonnel tend to be defensive about their administrative problems, vis a vis
Washington, and hence tend to frown on any objective analysis or even mention
of local trouble. One of the analyst’s first jots is thus to gain the confidence

administered and project staff and of keeping Washington aware of local devel
opments which may be parallel to other projects and hence part of a general

(d) In firstadministrative problem rather than simply a local headache.

—I I
■;

From the experience in W.R.A. in establishing such an analysis, a

of the local administrators in his integrity and good judgment as well as in
the value of his work, and "the desirability of maintaining communication between"^

. . . . 
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establishing the analysts in the field, a system of personal letters on how
they were getting along in their work was instituted. These did not go
through administrative channels and were not intended to contain any infor
mation or remarks calling for administrative action, but they did serve to
show how the men were faring in their respective projects in lieu of frequent
visits to the men. However, these letters created a number of administrative
problems, especially when the project director did not have full confidence
in the analyst and tended to regard him as something of a Washington spy.
The letter system is probably not to be recommended in comparable situations
and is gradually disappearing from the analysis section in W.R.A. In general,
there is no substitute for frequent personal contact between the Washington
section and the field men.

A basic requirement for successful and objective community analysis
is that the analyst keep out of direct administrative work himself. There

a man to step in and help do some job that needsis a constant temptation for
interests with those of the specific operationsdoing and so to identify his

job.
Such

actions cause the analyst to lose his own ability to analyze the total pic
ture and also create the very attitudes toward him on the part of the admin
istered and other administrators that make it difficult for him to gain the

| rapport necessary for valuable analysis work. The analyst’s job is thus a
difficult one. He must be able to gain the respect of his fellow staff members

—__

One analyst threatened to resign because he became overloaded with operations 
functions by a Project Director who admired his abilities; another drifted into 
operations on his own initiative and eventually transferred from Community An- 
alysisvVto r^loeat-ion-work-.

There is also a tendency for project directors to assign operations 
functions to an analyst, especially if they think he is any good.^
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while not himself performing operations functions and at the same time gain

the confidence of the administered. The respect of the administrators in the
long run depends on (a) the accuracy of his analyses and, (b) his ability to

translate them into terms useful to the administrators Ln carrying out their
The confidence of the ’administered depends on (a) the analyst’sfunctions.

ability in human relations as a field worker and, (b) on his care in avoiding

identification with internal security investigations and in protecting at all

times the confidence of his sources of information.

Military government programs today are being planned with no specific

provision beyond a traditional negative spy system for learning the community

attitudes and social developments among an administered population. As with

Industry, Colonial Government and the War Relocation Authority, American mil
life in subduing riots which

will be blamed not on poor or inept administration but on "agitators,

The Army and Navy could save themselves both manpower andetc.
eventual public criticism by providing before, rather than after, a series of

crises, for special Community Analysis Officers - men free from administrative

duties and charged specifically with keeping in touch with the functional

structure and changing attitudes of the people within their jurisdiction in

order to aid in civil administrative planning and operations.

J

■■

I

I

itary government will undoubtedly lose many a

' .....

11 ”or-

ganizers,”
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John F. Embree

In December, 1941 soon after the attack on Pearl Harbor,s

I was asked by the office of the Coordinator of Information to

reports on the social organization and culture of various foreign
This was a project of the Psychology Division, one ofcountries.

a number of "functional’' divisions in the organization in contrast
The head of the Psychology Division Dr. Robertto "area" divisions. J

Tryon, was a psychologist from the University of California.
Mr. Buford Junker, an anthropologist in the Division, was the man
immediately responsible for bringing together the social scientists
in connection .ith the project under discussion. These men included

John Embree, W. Lloyd Warner, andthe following:
Joseph V.'eckler.

This roster of names indicates that Mr. Junker drew on people
Having received hiswho were primarily social anthropologists.

it is not surprising to find a heavy repre
sentation of people from Chicago (Embree, Warner, Weckler).

The job was strictly in the field of social anthropology and
turned out to be rather difficult. Three full days of work around
a conference table were spent in the compiling of what we regarded
as an adequate and proper outline. After we dispersed, the job
of editing this draft outline was left in the hands of Mr. Junker.

Coordinator of Information (later Office of Strategic Services) 
December 1941-August 1942

participate as a consultant in a project concerned with drawing 
up and' outline for the guidance of research workers in organizing

HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE WAR 
/ .< L < -

■ ■ 

|4

training at Chicago,

Conrad Arensberg,
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This job was done during the initial days of the war, when

!

We all had to be
fingerprinted and wear special identification badges while on duty.
Outside the window of our conference room a soldier with rifle and
fixed bayonet marched back and forth giving visible evidence of
wartime protection of government buildings and government activities.

We worked with a high degree of interaction from the time we
met in the morning until we separated at night; (we ate lunches
together as a group.) When the job was finished there is little
doubt that most of us, if not all, felt we had done a good job
and laid the groundwork for a pioneer and eminently useful series
of books on national social structures—books to be drawn on by
all federal workers in dealing with these various foreign areas.
And, for some of us fresh from academic halls, there was an ulterior
thought that these projected great works would make a fine addition
to the monograph literature in social anthropology and so be useful
to universities; also that in working out the details of the outline

While in Washington as consultant on this project I was
interviewed by the head of the Branch of Research and Analysis and

a telegram after my return to Toronto askingas a result received
of the organization as research analyst in theme to join the staff
Here I saw the gradual disappearance of thePsychology Division.

When I showed a copy to a political scientist fromfamous outline.
the Far Eastern Section, he cast a fishy eye on it and remarked that

4 I5 
■k i

J
! Ii 
i

i

"security" which surrounded our activities.

a generous number of graduate students could be employed.

many of us experienced a certain thrill in doing what we regarded 
as important war work by contributing from our special professional 
skills. This sense of importance was heightened by the great
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it contained no provision for education. He also intimated that
much of the outline was nothing new. And so, as a neophyte in

sold to other groups and so adopted for action by the organiza
tion in which one is working Presumably the head of the Psycho-
logy Division ran into similar difficulty for the outline in its
original form (dated January 2, 1942) was never, so far as I know,
used as the organizational framework of any C.0,1. report. A few
assignments for sections on a projected Japanese report were
farmed out to two young anthropologists in universities, but little

While the outline itself was never put into effect, some of
the ideas embodied in it bore fruit in the form of reports on the
social organization and attitudes of various countries to be used
as background report;:- for the use of radio script writers for
programs aimed at those countries. Thus, a series of twenty to
thirty-page reports on such areas as Thailand and Manchuria were

and finally a rather extensive one on Japan. These
projects being more modest and more specific tha^ the ground
outline met with a better reception from people outside the
Division. The reports were based primarily on book knowledge,
but where feasible interviews with people from the subject areas were
undertaken and some of the results incorporated in the background

These reports and other occasional
carried out by assigning one man as responsible for their comple
tion by a certain date, and authorizing him to make use of the

I 

■r

government I learned my first lesson, namely, that a project or 
an idea is of little value unless it can be ”implemented”—i.e.,

reports„

came of their work.

"spot" assignments were

prepared,
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Such a research group Included,

men trained in anthropology or sociology.
With such an organization and adequate stenographic assistance,

it was possible to turn out a twenty-page report based on considerable
research in a week’s time. It was impressive to see what could be
done given (a) adequate intelligent trained researchers and (b) adequate

Some spot projects which came up in the Division in early 1942
included the psychology of the Japanese soldier, an analysis of the
symbolism used in English cartoons, background information on the
peoples of North Africa, data for the peoples and customs section

In most of this workof a revised Army strategic survey of Japan.
anthropology per se was not necessary, but training in social

We found itorganization and field work abroad helped greatly.

almost essential to have at least one man of such experience in any

group assigned to carry out a Psychology Division project On the
basis of such training and knowledge, it was often possible to
make suggestions, which were accepted, for revision of outlines of
Army surveys so far as information about peoples and cultures
in foreign areas was concerned.

On the negative side, the social scientist in common with
almost all government research workers suffered the frustrations
of seeing his work revised and then tabled after rushing to complete

The piece work
and anonymity in preparing reports made speed possible, but
inevitably lowered standards of scholarship. But then, the

I

purpose of hiring professionally trained men was so that they 
%could apply their training and turn out material of reasonable

expert typists.

as a rule,
services of three or four other men.

a project to meet some hard and fast deadline.
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A special project of the Division which was pretty much the
brainchild of Robert Tryon, the chief of the Division, was the
preparation of a series of pocket guides for U. S. soldiers going

When he first made the suggestion, the Military were
not impressed, but later the Special Services Branch of the Army
became interested and asked C.O. I. to prepare a number of guides.
Here, again, the spirit of the original outline exerted its
influence and the Psychology Division became responsible for
organizing the form the guides should take and editing the final
products whether prepared in the division or by various area
sections of the organization.

The first guide was one on Great Britain and the first boner

South. This would be no offense to an Englishman but was a naive

expression of a C.O.I. man’s view of Washington in 1942 that

could cause a good deal of resentment among Southern soldier

In general, the problem in preparing the guides was to

present the social life and etiquette of the peoples in the area

It should be presented simply butto be entered by the soldier.

accurately in such a way as to aid him in getting along in the

To this end a series ofminimum of friction.

do’s and don’ts was included in a number of the guides. In one

quality and reliability in a hurry, not to maintain a laboratory 
for research in the .octal sciences.

abroad.

in an early draft was a casual reference to executives in Washing
ton having accent difficulty with their stenographers from the

The frustrations of shifting 
from scholarship to government report writingMfre inevitable, but 
not necessarily to be blamed wholly on bureaucracy.

foreign area with a

readers of the Pocket Guide.
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local taboos on the subject) could be used by German propagandists
in broadcasts to foreign countries by saying

that American soldiers were so barbaric that their own government

Occasionally a clash would arise between the Division and an
area section on the writing of the guides., This was especially
acute in the case of the China guide where the area people stressed
classic Chinese ConfuQian culture and ethics whereas the rsychclogy
Division stressed the culture and etiquette of the peasantry. In
the end neither draft was used but Special Services produced a

It also includedthird quite different one in its printed Guide
a series of cartoons by Canif on "How to Tell a Chinese from a

The
was no longer with

wrote a memorandum pointing out the dangers of such overc.s.s

simplified advice and so probably did some other people so that
in a later edition the cartoons with their bad anthropology were

(On the subject of Pocket Guides see also Anthropology

A number of anthropologists were employed ?.n other sections,
divisions and branches of O.S.S.—e.g., Felix II. Keesing in the
Far Eastern Section for a few months before he went to Stanford

m3

of the .'.'Tear Eastern Guides the whole first nrinting v/as withdrawn 
because some reader decided at the last minute that the recommenda
tion to the soldier not to urinate in public (because of strong

- In mid 1942 the Office of the Coordinator of Information 
was reorganized and became the Office of Strategic Services.

omitted.

to malign the U. 8.

and the War in the Bulletin of the American Association of
1946.)

Japanese" largely on the basis of physical characteristics.

had to tell them not to urinate in public.

University Professors, 

writer, who at the time the guide was issued,
1
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in connection with the Civil Affairs Training School. William
B®sfiom in the African Section (?) and in overseas outposts

David Mandelbaum, and flora DuBois. John de Young
and Fred Hulse both joined the Psychology Division in the summer

On the basis of y&r field work in Javan I also participated
in certain activities of the Far Eastern Section. Here it was
purely area knowledge that was wanted, but I feel that the value
of much of this area knowledge was enhanced by the anthropological
nature of the field ’work and interpretation of data. I also
think that it is fair to say that the field study Suye Mura

war where some of thestood the test of intensive use during the
If social anthronolo-raore general books proved of little value.

had been ra.de priorgical studies of Japanese towns and cities
to the war they would doubtless have been of even greater value
In other fields it was those books which stressed Japanese culture
and social organization which proved most valuable in many govern
ment programs--e.g., Sansom’s Japan a Short Cultural History;
Allen’s Japan the Hungry Guest; and Hears

as a separate unit disappeared inThe Psychology division
of 1942, but most of its personnel
and a body of anthropologists wasremained in the organization

to be found in both the Washington and the overseas offices of
OSS until the end of the war.

The War Relocation Authority, August 1942-August 1945
Toward the end of August 1942, I left OSS and joined the

staff of the War Relocation Authority as Senior Archivist in the

of 1942 about the time I left.

a reorganization in the fall

Mischa Titiev,

’ Year of the Wild Boar.

ra.de
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Reports Division. John Provinse had some thing to do with the

transfer hut ray immediate supervisor was John Baker, Chief of

L5y duties were to (1) organize a meansthe Reports Division.
of maintaining a record of the activities of the WRA; (2) organize

advisor on miscellaneous
Obviously there was littlematters concerning Japanese culture.
as such.immediate scope here for anthropology

■■.'hose position as Chief of the
Community management divison was administrative, evidently hoped
that I would be able to develop some sort of social analysis

After a trip to some of the
I made a report in a

staff meeting on some of the attitudes prevailing among the
evacuees—attitudes which were not all as Pollyanna as some of

I also pointedadministrators in ’.'lashington had thoughtthe
some of the more obvious social causes for these attitudesout
indicated that some of the most American of the evacuees wereand

John Frovinse remarkedlikely to be among the resentful ones.
to me later that the material I had presented was good but that

The need forit should be repeated frequently in the future.
This brought home to merepetition turned out to be very true

In the academic grove we have a custom that once

responsibility; other scientists can go to the printed source
and if they do not, so much the stupider they

J

anthropology.

in connection with the work.

John Provinse,

Relocation Centers in September, 1942,

However,

one of the basic differences between academic research and applied

a thing is said in published form that is the end of the originator’s

and supervise a library; (5) serve as
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But in government work, the stating of a proposition is only tha
first step. If the information or the idea is to have any effect,

if it is to find its way into operations, it must be repeated in

varied forms and contexts many times over.

While setting up a system of record keeping and establishing

a library, I gradually put more and more emphasis on the evacuee

side of the story—social developments in the centers, evacuee

attitudes and reactions.

Poston Relocation Center had an actual Sociological Research

(Poston was onCenter under the sponsorship of John Collier.

Indian Land and during its first year of operation was staffed

largely by Indian, service personnel but according to WRA policy

Eventually Poston was made an integral part of the WRA program

with Poston personnel responsible to WRA, not to the Indian

Service.) Dorothy Thomas of the University of California was
also conducting some social research in a few of the centers—

Poston, and Tule Lake.
Then came the crises in Poston and Manzanar in November

and shortly thereafter the organization of a
community analysis section in the Community Management Division.
This has been described in "Community Analysis—An Example of
Anthropology in Government" in the American Anthropologist,

A new and more orthodox3, July-September, 1944.
archivist was brought in to maintain the historical record for
the Reports Office.

On the vdiole, the experience in Community Analysis was good
in bringing anthropological techniques to bear on problems of

Vol. 46, No.

directives—a situation which was bound to end in conflict.

I 
r
I ’

notably, Gila River,

and December, 1942,
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administration. Although field analysts sometimes felt like lone

position to see the recommendations of the section incorporated

into national policy not once but many times

observation of a trouble spot in the field and a remedy for it

being incorporated in policy was often disheartenly long from the

point of view of the field analyst—but as government agencies go

it was often rapid. the first recommendations for

an analysis section with field analysts in every section were

made in December of 1942. They were approved in January and by

August all centers had the beginnings of community analysis.

But even earlier the reports from the centers first staffed were

being used.
The function of the Community Analysis Section was only

partially social research—it was also partially the communica
tion of the results of this research in a form acceptable to and
usable by the administration, a process that involved frequent
repetition in written and oral form both in Washington and in the

anthropologists with previous field experienceOn the whole
in some non-western culture did the best jobs—but there were

Relatively little true anthropological researchexceptions.
was accomplished—except possibly, in the field of cross cultural
administration.

Anthropologists who served at one time or other in the
Community Analysis Section were as follows:

John de Young
Gordon Brown

field.

The time between an

Dor example,

their reports were invaluable in Washington and I was in awolves,
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Morris Opler
Charles Uisdom
Marvin Opler
Weston LeBarre
David French

Asaal Hansen
Ned Spicer
Katherine Luomala

Ned Spicer replaced me as head of the Community Analysis
Section in Washington. Weston LeBarre was only with the
program a few weeks before he left to join the Navy.

Other anthropologists associated with the WRA. program
included the following:

John Frovinse, Chief of the Community Management Division.
but his anthropological training

and previous experience in the Bureau of Agricultural Economics
made him sensitive to the need for applied social science as an
integral part of such a program as WRA. His influence, sponsor
ship, and advice had much to do with making community analysis

Solon T Kimball, Community Government. His chief work was
acting as midwife to community government in each of the centers.
He also served, for a time, as acting director of Ifanzanar

■

Relocation Center,,

4

His job was administrative,

a success *

L Adamson Hoebel
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As of September 1, 1943, I joined the staff of the newly
organized Far Eastern Civil Affairs Training School at the
University of Chicago. This school was organized to train
army (and later naval) officers for occupation duties in
Japan. The Chicago School served as a pilot organization, the

1:;ter expanded to include five other univer

sities—Michigan, Northwestern, Yale, Harvard, and Stanford.

At Chicago the school was set up in the Social Science

Division with Robert Redfield as general supervisor and Fred

(Eggan had received three months trainingEggan as Director.

in Military Government at Charlottesville to qualify for the

position of Director.) Later Redfield dropped out and all

His posi-relations with the army were directly with Eggan.

tion was administrative but his background as an anthropologist,

like that of Provinse in WRA, gave moral support to methods of

teaching of the social scientists cn his staff. Abe Halpern

v^as in charge of language instruction, and I was in charge of

'Some of the problems we met with have beenarea studies.

Solon T. Kimball.
On the whole, anthropology as such played little direct

part in the Civil Affairs Training Programs, but the fact that
the Director and the chief language and area men were anthropolo
gists inevitably put on emphasis on problems of human relations
in military government. This in turn affected the curricula of

outlined in my article "Military Government" in the volume 
Culture and Conflict in Colonial Administration, edited by

Pas? Eastern Civil Affairs Training Program 
(September 1943-April 1945)

4 t o
> ’ 
ii

program being,
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the other five schools since the army drew up a single basic
curriculum to cover all six schools on the basis of the program
worked out at Chicago—a program which laid emphasis on social
organization, economics and religion as basic knowledge for a
Civil Affairs Officer together with a general thesis that

culturally determined behavior patterns are important subjects .

of study for a prospective Civil Affairs Officer. In language,
the emphasis was on oral drill in basic linguistic structure—
not on etymology and ability to write and read characters, the
bane of most beginners in oriental languages.

Among visiting lecturers sore anthropologists were also
included, e.g., G. Gordon Brown for lectures on Colonial

a psychologist with anthropological interest, also
gave some lectures on administration on the basis of his studies

On ths whole, it must be admittedat Poston Relocation Center.
that we were not always successful in gaining emotional
acceptance of these comparative lectures on the part of
officers who wanted to see the direct immediate application of
every sentence to Japan.

Anthropology made itself felt through staff members in
some of the other schools—e.g., Luuriston Ward and Douglas
Haring at Harvard, F. M. Keesing at Stanford, Eerskovits at

(At the Navy Columbia school which anteceded theNorthwestern.

Army Far East Civil Affairs schools, Linton and Keesing both
took an active part, and Murdock of Tale was commissioned
Lt. Com'iander and together with Whiting and Ford compiled

Government,
Leighton,

E. Adamson Hoebel for lectures on Law, Alexander
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the Civil Affairs Handbooks on Micronesia.)

At Chicago the

H. Buchanan worked very closely

political scientist—Chitoshi Yanaga—when he gave a series of

At Michigan and Harvard, where

I gave a number of visiting lectures, my contribution was

coordinated with that of resident lecturers of other disciplines

In the Civil Affairs Program, as in the WRA program I3

think those anthropologists who participated learned a good

deal which helped give them perspective on their own subject,

especially in the field of government.

Office of Nar Information

(Apri1-November 1945;

Ey last government war work was in the OV.'I which I joined
in April 1945 after giving basic area lectures to the fifth
■and last class at Chicago. I came Into the organization at

head of the Far Eastern
(Area III) Section of the Overseas Branch, on the condition

■.'hen first

discussing the idea we talked in terms of Burma and Assam, but

when I finally got processed and arrived in Washington, the

But more significant, despite thewar picture had changed.

fact that I had been requested to come for months, there was

no provision for me in any overseas post and I spent over two

-v 

i1i
i

visiting lectures at Chicago.

that I would be assigned to overseas duty.

with each other and with me.

Economists Henry Bloch and D,

Later we worked closely with a

the suggestion of George Taylor,

In the Area Training Programs the most significant develop

ment was probably that of combining a number of disciplines 

into a single instructional program on an area.
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In
my impression of O’.’I Is of a large rather dis

organized institution, one hand of which rarely if ever knew
what the other was doing.

There was a small research unit called the Foreign Morale
Analysis Division which was housed partly in the Social Security
Building (with the rest of 0T,’I) and partly in the Pentagon
(where it was coordinated, with an Army Morale Survey unit in
the Sociological Branch of MIS.) This was organized in late
1944 and headed by Alex Leighton; the staff included a number
of anthropologists—Clyde ELackhohn, Katherine Spencer Morris?

So far as OV.’I and the Social

5MAD was a late and not very

much wanted addition--but in the Pentagon its services were

One reason

that in the Army as in 1/RA
or the Department of Agriculture, men in agencies dealing with
definite operating programs dealing with direct administration

But in a propaganda program,

made up of radio and newspaper men, engaged in sending programsI
into thin air with little opportunity to check results, the

quiet words of an analyst are not given much weight. An analyst

- -

>

frustrated months in Washington, to be followed by more of the 
same in Hawaii.

Opler and Dorothea Leighton.

much in demand and it fulfilled a useful function.
for this difference is, I think,

and treatment of people,

Security Building were concerned,

soon came to realize the importance of 
attitude and reaction analysis.1

other words,

1 But not always—the U. S. Navy in Micronesia has felt 
little official need as yet.

Eventually in August I got to the field 

(Saipan) just in tine to celebrate the end of the war.
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in a propaganda organization is equated with, summerizers of domestic

and foreign news and propaganda programs, and the difference between

such

nor could they see the relevance of the
ELLA'jD data to their programme ng. Just as the unit was a fifth
wheel in ■..'ashington, I felt my own activities to be superfluous
in the Hawaiian Outpost office. What little field work I did
in attitude analysis in Saipan was too brief and close to the
end of the war to be of any value to 0’71.

if the war had lasted longer or K.1AD had got
under way sooner the results might have been different—but

One thing notably lacking in the Overseas
Branch of OWI was a leavening of asn trained in the social
sciences on the administrative and radio script writing side

There was no Join Provinse or Fred Egganof the organization
to aid in implementing research findings and in giving the

I hadanalyst a feeling of being understood and backed up.

the impression that O’.JI liked to call in a variety of names

for its roster of employees but often did not know what to do

with the bodies when it got them.

Other Activities

Like most anthropologists with foreign field errerience,

I was called in for interviews or as a consultant by a number

(Army, Navy, 033, FEA)of agencies for my area knowledge.

This activity was similar to that of businessmen or missionaries

with area knowledge, the anthropological aspect of the knowledge

i

I’m not sure.

news analysts and the work of FHAE did not appear great 

to most people in 07’1,

Of course,
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being rarely called for in such ’work But there were excep-

the work of an FEA committee on a food program
for Japan in which light on the Japanese cultural context
was needed for number of Questions, such as food habits,i

local forms of distribution, types of sanctions,

I should say that my
activity in could most accurately be termed applied

T; e Civil .Affairs teaching program was more aanthropology.
natter of pas-. irng on area knowledge with just a glaze of

The work in OWI was futile—it produced littleanthropology.
in the line of original research and very few of its findings

were carried out in the field in psychological warfare programs.

the work of anthropologists in OSS was constantly

finding its way—along with that of other people--into the basic

documents of other agencies—e.g., MIS Strategic Surveys, Civil

/it the : ante time, I think that many anthropologists,

learned a great deal about how to applyincluding myself >
our knowledge, about working with men of other disciplines,

and about government organization^ which should help give a

new perspective on both teaching and research in anthropology

and, perhaps, lend to new interests and new methods.

It is true that, as many anthropologists in war work

that they were not wanted for professional

training but -imply for area knowledge—but it is also true that

those who brought their professional training to beer on

problems of human relations found there was a real need for it--

—i J

etc o

have contended,

farm custom,
•and to promote food production.

By contrast,

Affairs Guides,

Of my own experience in war work,

tions—e.g.,
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of such persons in

positions of importance and responsibility in programs involving

a knowledge of culture and human relations.

The Future

On the basis of my own experience and observation of

that of others, I should say that the anthropologist was in

much greater dei'iand during 7/orld War II than in World <7ar I.

This may be due in part to the fact that anthropology had

advanced to the point where it had more to offer in 1944 than

Another more obvious reason was that the theatersin 191<i.

of war demanded specific knowledge of remote Pacific and
Asiatic areas and the anthropologists were among the few people

In this respect, mission-who could contribute such knowledge.

and businessmen were just as valuable except,

perhaps, that the knowledge of local peoples was less among

businessmen and travelers than among anthropologists and

missionaries.

their professional training--e.g., Clyde Kluckholft}, Llorris

Opler, 1. ndarason Eoebel, Katherine Luomala.

One of the first• problems many anthropologists found was

one- of readjustment from academic or field research conditions

of -work to those of the civil service or the military. They

also had to contend with the usual suspicion on the pert of the
administrator of the practicality of the specialists. Anthro

pologists had much to learn about applying their knowledge and

a need recognized through the placing

aries,

There were several examples, however, of anthropologists 

being called into government work on the basis of

travelers,
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techniques in such a way as to be effective.

In the future

Such positions already

exist, but west anthropologists v/ere hired as something else—

(2) A recogni-"psychologist etc.
tion in academic circles of applied anthropology as a legitimate

activity. This would involve some provision for graduate train

ing and experience in the subject—e.g a graduate course or

seminar in applied anthropology, the sort of work done in the

field, the problems involved, etc.

internship or practical training in some private or government

Thi s would aid in producing graduates who areorganization.
better able to succeed in applied fields and at the same time,5

give those who go out to teaching and "pre" research work a

better perspective on the relation of fcfiw profession to the

rest of contemporary society.

jtogether with a brief

• »

service of social science analysts.

, two complementary developments appear 

likely and desirable: (1) The greater recognition in civil

"archivist,” "economist,”
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Fublished Materials Stemming from LTr Activities

Office of strategic Services

I

University of Chicago

9

■The Japanese Ration.
</

Office of Vf’ar Information•i

, 1945 (?)

Vol. 34,

EL

article in,Culture and Conf1ict
, 1946.

Anthropology.

'Sanitation and Health in a Japanese Village 
Journal of the .'ashington Academy of Sciences, 
No. ■£ April 15"? 1944.

'' ■' ' ' j ^cSp^A'/ 'F

No published material directly based on OSS work, but 
the Smithsonian War Eackground Studies, No. 7, The Japanese 
owes some of its organization to work on area surveys In * 
the Psychology Division.

"Community AnalysisAn Example of Anthropology in 
Government,” American Anthropologist, Vol. 46, No. 3, 
July-September, 1944.

YY\ • P-\OO.Vk>

■’Military Occupation of Japan,” For Eastern Survey 
Vol. 13, ’To. 19, September 20, 1944.

Japanese Administration at the Local Lev^( ," AnnLied 
Vol. 3, No. 4, September, 1944.

War Relocation Authority >~_j
(?r.f «»CeJ>£>T_ ‘ ALuJ^J ' 1 ~>~

'The Tuecuat-ion of Persons of Japanese Ancestry^ft?wa 
th&<re.i-tU25CSfcw*Soi» Causes and Effects," Journal of the 
Washington Academy of Sciences. Vol. 33, Ko. j" <s- 1* yj

Far Eastern Civil Affairs Training School,

"Military Government in Saipan and Tinian," Applied 
Anthropology. Vol. No. , 1945(?) Rewrite of a memorandum.

"Dealing with Japanese Americans,” Applied Anthropology. 
Vol. , .Io. ?- (A reprint of a Conwiuaity Analysis Report.-)

'Resistance to Freedom—An Administrative Problem," 
Applied nthropology, Vol. 2, No. 4, September, 1943. 
(A rewritevof a Community Analysis Report.)

and Rinehart, 1945.

"How to Treat the Japanese-VA 
New York Times Magazine. September , 1945.
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’•Military Government," 1---------- —----------— ..
in Colonial Administration, ed. by Soton T7 Kimball,


